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Ar THE ANNUAL GIP CONFERENCE in Charlottetown in June, my term

as GIP President will come to an end Interesting, hectic, surprising, eventful and, to a
great extent, successful - these are the most appropriate words to describe the past year.
Council's main initiative was the completion ofa management and organizational review.
This study, I believe, provides aframework for lasting, positive change in the organization.
The key objective -of CIP Council is to serve the membership as effectively as possible. As
a result of the recommended by-law amendments to the presidential cycle, changes to
Council's committee structure, and an invitation to the affiliates and the entire membership
to participate in GIP, the organization will become stronger.

Certain aspects of Plan Canada have generated a lot of interest particularly the new format that emerged from a 1998-99 Council
decision . Council has responded to concerns about the format by
renegotiating its agreement with the publisher of Plan Canada. With
the Fall 2000 issue, the format will revert to 8 1/2 x 11 inches.
Moreover, the Plan Canada Task Force, which presented its report to
Council in November 1999, has recommended that the publication
focus mainly on professional practice. Content measures need to be
reviewed, but would likely include reporting on case studies, " best
practice" models, and specific work undertaken by members, combined with coverage of the annual national conference and other
occasions of interest to the profession . Furthermore, Plan Canada
might serve as a medium for conveying information about Canadian
planning to those outside the profession . The Task Force also recognized the importance of allowing Canadian academics and students
to reach the audience of planning practitioners, and of ensuring that
they perceive the relevance of the lessons of planning practice . Thus,
the Task Force was of the opinion that Plan Canada should evolve
into a professional "magazine," and that a new, separate scholarly
publication should be launched. Recommendations from the Task
Force report and those from the management study on Plan Canada
will be given further consideration by a Council committee.
Major administrative and financial challenges were also addressed by
Council over the last year. Council resolved to hold the line on
expenditures by reducing the number of face-to-face meetings and
using more conference calls. Other measures included the reduction
of the annual number of issues of Plan Canada, the recruitment of
an Executive Director by CIP itself ( rather than through the potentially costly services of a human resources firm), and the postponement of a proposed forum to discuss the role of CIP.

In March of this year, Council authorized a three-year contract with
the Canadian International Development Agency, for the purposes of
international programming. The objectives are : to increase the credibility and understanding of professional planning in developing
countries; to provide CIP members with international opportunities;
and to strengthen CIP's national and international stature.
As CIP President, I had the chance to attend a number of general
meetings and conferences, as well as the council meetings of AACIP,
MPPI , OPPI, API, PIBC, APA, and CAPS. I was also able to attend a
meeting at the University of Northern B.C., the home of the newest
planning school in the country. These events provided great opportunities to meet fellow planners, affiliate councils, students, and
instructors, in order to discuss the value of membership in CIP.
It has been a very busy year at CIP. Council has faced many challenges and has made major decisions. It is evident that CIP Council is
forging an alliance from a diverse group of professionals, and is taking a federated approach to issues that transcend national, provincial, regional and local boundaries. I have very much appreciated the
opportunity to contribute to this process .

Don Harasym
President,
Canadian Institute of Planners
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MON MANDAT DE PRES/DENT de l'ICU prendra fin en juin prochain avec

le congres de Charlottetown. Une annee interessante, intense, surprenante, memorable
et, surtout, Jructueuse. Le projet principal du Conseil consistait en une analyse de la
gestion et de !'organisation de l'ICU et en la mise sur pied de mesures appropriees. Le
rapport d'analyseJournit un cadre al'interieur duquel des ameliorations durables pourront
voir le jour.
Le but premier du Conseil est de servir ses membres de la fa<;on la plus efficace possible.
Les modifications au reglement suggerees dans le rapport en ce qui a trait ala duree du
mandat presidentiel, ala structure des comites et ala participation des membres et des
associations affiliees devraient faire de l'ICU une organisation plus vigoureuse.

En 1998-1999, le Conseil suscita un vif interet en changeant le format

de Plan Canada. En reponse aux objections et aux commentaires
sou/eves par cette decision, le Conseil entreprit de renegocier son
entente avec /'editeur de la revue afin de reprendre, des l'automne
2000, le format original de 8" 112 par 11 ".
En novembre 1999, le groupe d'etude de Plan Canada presentait un
rapport au Conseil qui recommandait une orientation de la revue vers
la pratique professionnelle, incluant des etudes de cas, des conseils
pratiques, des realisations des membres, ainsi que des comptes rendus
du congres annuel ou de tout autre evenement d'interet pour la
profession. De plus, le rapport suggerait de faire de Plan Canada le
representant, pour le public, de la
profession et des urbanistes
canadiens. Le rapport faisait etat de
la necessite d'encourager l'echange
entre /es maisons d'enseignement,
/es etudiants et /es urbanistes, et de
permettre aux premiers de tirer des
le<;ons des experiences des derniers.
Le rapport suggerait que Plan
Canada devienne un magazine
professionnel et qu 'une autre revue,
plus specialisee, traite de la
recherche. Un comite etudiera plus
en detail /es recommandations du
groupe d'etude de Plan Canada et du
rapport d'analyse d'organisation de
/'ICU.

En tant que president, au nom de /'ICU, j'ai participe a des congres, a
des assemblees genera/es, a des conferences et a des seances de
consei/s des ordres professionne/s d'A/berta, du Manitoba, d'Ontario,
de /'At/antique, de Co/ombie britannique, des Etats-Unis, de l'ACEAU
et de l'Universite "Northern BC qui abrite la plus recente ecole
d'urbanisme au pays. Ces evenements me permirent de rencontrer des
confreres, des etudiants et des enseignants et de discuter avec eux de
/'ICU, de ses avantages, de /'importance de la participation active des
membres, et des partenariats.
En resume, une annee tres mouvementee. Le Conseil de /'ICU a re/eve
plusieurs defis et pris des decisions importantes. II est clair que le
Consei/ est arrive a rassembler un
groupe de professionnels varie en
encourageant l'echange d'idees
au-de/a des restrictions locales,
regiona/es, provincia/es et
nationa/es. J'ai ete tres heureux
de travail/er a /'/CU.

Le Conseil de l'ICU
a releve plusieurs defis
et pris des decisions
importantes.

Au cours de la derniere annee, le
Consei/ de /'ICU a du faire face a des
difficultes d'ordre administratif et
financier. On diminua /es depenses en annulant plusieurs reunions
pour /es remplacer par des appels conference, en reduisant le tirage de
Plan Canada, en engageant un directeur administratif plut6t que de
retenir /es services d'une societe specia/isee en ressources humaines, et
en reportant un forum sur le role de /'ICU a /'an 2001 .
En mars dernier, le Conseil approuvait un partenariat de trois ans avec
l'Agence canadienne de developpement international afin d'e/aborer
des programmes internationaux. Ce partenariat a pour but de
sensibiliser /es pays en voie de developpement a /'amenagement
professionnel, d'exposer /es membres de /'ICU aux projets
internationaux et de confirmer le statut de representant de l'urbanisme
professionnel canadien de /'ICU.
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CIP NEWS/ ECHOS DE L'IC

CIP Publications Policy
Review in Progress
A report by
John Jarvie, MCIP
Chair, Publications Sub-Committee

We welcome the following new
full and provisional members to
the Institute
Nous souhaitons la bienvenue
au sein de l'Institut aux
nouveaux membres apart
entiere et provisoires suivants:

Full Members
Harold Stanley MCIP
............... .. . ... PIBC
Carole Denis MICU

....... ..... . ........ oua
Rae Bridgman MCIP
..................... MPPI
Diana L. Hawryluk
MCIP . ...... ... . ... . APCPS
William Trousdale
MCIP ....... ....... . .. PIBC
Christopher A. Tyrrell
MCIP RPP ............. OPPI
Sarah G. Campbell
MCIP RPP ............. OPPI
Paula Kotasek
MCIP . ...... ........ APCPS
Tim Savoie MCIP
........... .. .. . ... . . PIBC
Sandra J. Weber
MCIP RPP ............. OPPI
E. Nicholas Novakowski
MCIP RPP .... ......... OPPI
Brenda J.Y. Sakauye
MCIP RPP .... ......... OPPI
Karen L. Roberts MCIP
... ................... API

and

Provisional members
Katherine L. Chislett .. . ... OPPI
Sally Drummond . . ..... OPPI
Mike F. Mestyan . ...... OPPI
Howyi Nelson ......... OPPI
Anthony Rossi ........ . OPPI
Daniel Leger .. . .. . ... ... API
Janine Robinson ... ..... PIBC
Alison Meyer .......... PIBC
Marie-Claude Besner ..... API
Jennifer L. Bozzo ....... OPPI
Paula Di Poce .... ...... OPPI
Angela L. Fritsche ...... . OPPI
Abdul Kalam ...... .... OPPI
Carmela Marrelli ....... OPPI
Richard Milgrom ....... OPPI
Tahira Qamar .......... OPPI
Wendy Ren ........... OPPI
Krystin E. Rennie .. ..... OPPI
Scott E. Walker .. . . . ... OPPI
Janet D. MacDonald .... OPPI
Marie A. Leroux . ..... .. OPPI
Marsha Lynn Paley ...... OPPI
Angela Stadel ....... .. . PIBC
Peter Williams .......... PIBC
Nikola Smith .... .. .. . .. PIBC
Peter J. Olynyk ...... ... PIBC
Jeff Greig ...... . . ..... PIBC
Maureen Reed .. .... . .. PIBC
Murray Kopp .. . .... ... PIBC
Mary Pynenburg ...... .. PIBC
Chad Day ............. Pl BC
David Schoor .......... MPPI
Abdullatif M . Said Touto .. INTL
Stephen John Lake ...... INTL
Todd Olexson ........ APCPS
David Lawlor ......... APCPS

Paul D. Martin ... ..... . OPPI
Jason M . Budd .... . . .. . OPPI
Leona S. Savoie .. ...... OPPI
Regina Sadilkova ... .... PIBC
Dennis V. Berry ..... ... OPPI
Jason L. Scott .... ... ... OPPI
Michael T. Cole .. ... . . . OPPI
Khristine C.T. Taylor Lee .. OPPI
Jose R. Reyes ......... APCPS
Darryl P. Soshycki . ...... OPPI
Paul N. Mule ......... .. OPPI
Amy K. Shepherd ....... OPPI
Lee-Ann G. Garnett ... ... PIBC
Claudia Wong ..... ... APCPS
Nicola Garisto .... .. .... OPPI
Catherine S. Ford . . . .. .. OPPI
David K. Guiney .. . ..... PIBC
Gregory R. Spafford .... . OPPI
Rhonda L. Rathbun . .. .. OPPI
Joe Muto ............. OPPI
Joanne M. Lui ..... .... OPPI
Annette M . LeBlanc ..... OPPI
John P. Sorrell .......... OPPI
Vijay Setlur ....... ..... OPPI
John Tassiopoulos . . . .. . OPPI
Alison E. Astolfo . .... ... OPPI
Steven A. Burke . . ...... OPPI
John S. Andrew . ..... .. OPPI
John W. Hopkins ...... . PIBC
Rob C.V. McRae ........ OPPI
Wayne Shanks . .. ..... APCPS
Stephanie Rice ..... . ... OPPI
Daniel Pollock .. .. . .. .. MPPI
Adam Legge ...... ... AACIP
Alexandra Dmitrasinovic .. PIBC
Brandon D. Sloan ... ... . OPPI

Cheryl Ann L. Peters
MCIP RPP .... ......... OPPI
Philip J. Perlin
MCIP RPP ............ . OPPI
Jane Mastin MCIP
. .......... . . ........ PIBC
Christopher Marshall
MCIP .. . ...... .... . ... PIBC
Zeno Krekic MCIP
..................... PIBC

Dennis Jacobs, MCIP
Chair, Communication/Education
Standing Committee

As the National Council members mainly responsible for the current
review ofthe CIP Publications Policy, we want to take this
opportunity to inform you about projected national publications
initiatives, and to invite you to participate in them.
The review seeks to build a consensus on appropriate action in
response to recommendations
made by the Plan Canada Task
Force and the Organizational
Review (both reports , presented
to National Council in November
1999, can be viewed on the CIP
web site) . Council is also faced
with serious financial constraints,
requiring careful evaluation of all
programming and, in particular,
the publication initiatives - the
largest single annual expenditure.
Plan Canada has been the flagship CIP publication in recent
years, but has struggled to fulfill
the three very different roles
assigned to it - those of professional magazine, academic journal , and institute newsletter. It is
apparent that we should contemplate producing more than one
national publication . The idea
currently being considered
involves a combination of a print
magazine and a web-based
scholarly journal, with the former
also serving as a platform for
institute news. However, we are
also investigating the possibility
of conveying CIP News, or
indeed the entire print publication, in conjunction with CIP
affiliate print publications.
We are proposing to establish a
quarterly frequency for the print
publication; your next issue will
arrive in September. Because of
feedback we've received about
the current tabloid format, we've
decided to revert to the previous,
smaller format of Plan Canada.
We expect that the September
issue will be the first one printed
in these dimensions. We also
hope to launch both the new
print magazine and the webbased journal in December, with
a view to coordinating the new
initiatives for maximum effectiveness. However, we still have
much to do regarding the concept development and production planning for each , including
the establishment of appropriate

Catherine M. Henry
MCIP RPP .... ... ... ... OPPI
Robert G. Glover
MCIP RPP .... ...... ... OPPI
Catherine J. Ferguson
MCIP RPP ............. OPPI
Dwight Ecklund MCIP
... .......... .. ...... PIBC
Gordon Easton MCIP
.......... .. ......... PIBC
William J. Dalton
MCIP RPP ............. OPPI
Hope V. Burns MCIP
. ....... ....... . .. .. . PIBC
Timothy C. Burkholder
MCIP RPP ............. OPPI
Cynthia A. Murphy
MCIP RPP ............. OPPI
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editorial support systems. We
invite the participation of interested members in some concerted work on these fronts over
the next six months.
Some proposals we are considering at the present time include
retiring "Plan Canada" as a title
for the time being. This would
allow the new publications to
forge their own identities,
beyond the complications of the
old "three stools" policy. "The
Canadian Planner" has been proposed as the title of the new
national magazine, with
"Planning Canada: Journal of the
CIP" as a possible title for the
web-based scholarly journal.
Both publications would be oriented to enhancing internal identity, with one focusing on individual members and the other
focusing on the collective profession. Additional publication initiatives, intended for different functions such as external identity,
profession development, and
planning advancement, may be
considered in the future, as
resources permit.
We welcome your comments
and invite your involvement.
Early input would be especially
appreciated, as it would inform
the meetings of National Council
that will be held in conjunction
with the Charlottetown conference. Thanks in anticipation . We
may be contacted at the following addresses:
Dennis Jacobs:
dennis.jacobs@city.nepean .on.ca
John Jarvie:
jjarvie@town.rothesay.nb.ca
You are also encouraged to use
the discussion forum established
on the CIP web site, at
http:/ /www.cip-icu.ca.
The forum is called
"Communications Strategy
Discussion Group" on the index.
Let's hear your opinions before
the decisions are finalized!

P lan

UMCP@50:
A Jubilee Celebration
The University of Manitoba has
offered education in city planning for more than five decades.
Its status as Canada's longest
uninterrupted graduate planning
program was celebrated, in true
jubilee style, in Winnipeg on
March 24 and 25, 2000. Over
one hundred alumni and friends
of the program participated in a
series of events which featured
decade-by-decade reminiscences
from grads, an MPPI forum, professional development workshops, and a presentation by
from Leonie Sandercock (the
author of Towards Cosmopolis)
on "Dreaming the PostMillennium City." A silent auction was also held to raise money
for a student scholarship fund .
Impeccably organized by Dr.
Sheri Blake with the most capable assistance of the current student body, the celebration also
triggered a major program retrospective publication. Plans,
Trends and other Motifs: Fifty
Years of Excellence in Planning
Education was prepared under
the direction of the current head
of the program, Dr. Ian Skelton.

City planners

have
always been
advocates,
• •
•
visionaries
and
regenerators

The MPPI forum was facilitated
by former CIP President Gerry
Couture. It contributed to the
affiliate's strategic planning by
addressing current priorities for
member services priorities and
then the exploring state of planning academy/profession relations, while attempting to model
a more supportive and less combative relationship between the
planning profession and its proliferating publics. MPPI expects to
have more to share with CIP on
the forum outcomes in due
course.
The professional development
workshops were particularly well
received. Facilitated by current
second-year students as a
Professional Practice course
assignment, the workshops were
organized around the four
enduring markers of the UMCP
program :
• History (Planning Histories and
Futures: Exploring the Main
Influences on Canadian Cities);
• Theory (Animal Crackers:
Contemporary Issues in
Emergent Planning Theory) ;
• Design (Nurturing the
Design/Planning Relationship:
Sustainable City Planning by
Design); and
• Practice (Doing That Thing We
Do: Planning Literacy for the
Twenty-First Century) .
Two CIP Fellows with strong ties
to the program were in attendance: Dr. David Witty, now
practicing in BC; and Dr. Mario
Carvalho, Professor Emeritus,
now residenting in Toronto . Also
distinguishing the event by their
presence were Dr. Jean Friesen ,
Deputy Premier and Minister of
Intergovernmental Affairs and
Councillor Garth Steek, representing the City of Winnipeg. Dr.
Friesen particularly complimented
the program's community outreach work:

5

"City planners have always been
advocates, visionaries and regenerators. And over the past couple
of generations you have been in
existence - and as a profession you have helped thousands of
ordinary people to have a growing sense in their own ability to
control aspects of their communities and their own lives, and
enable them to live far better and
more dignified lives than they
otherwise would have done."
President-Elect Mark Seasons
was on hand to represent CIP
and to present an impressive
Tyndall stone plaque/plinth to
University of Manitoba representative Dr. Richard Lobdell (Vice
Provost, Programs), to commemorate the jubilee and recognize
"the significant contributions
made by the Department to
planning practice, education and
thought." Seasons noted that
UMCP was a well- respected
department, with its graduates
well represented in the membership of CIP.
A similar presentation was made
to the Department of City
Planning by Chris Leach ,
President of the Manitoba
Professional Planners Institute.
This recognized "the fifty-year
tradition of excellence in planning at the Department of City
Planning" and affirmed "the
partnership between the Institute
and the Department, and the
shared goal of improving natural
and human environments."
Leach especially noted the strong
relationship between the profession and the University in
Manitoba. Many of the program's 400-plus graduates have
practiced in the province.
A full environmental impact
assessment and cost/benefit
analysis of the event is expected
shortly. Plans are afoot for more
of the same in roughly ten years.
Stay tuned to the program especially if you have a penchant
for diamonds.
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Mark Seasons presenting the commemorative
plaque/plinth from CIP to the University of Manitoba,
represented by Vice-Provost Richard Lobdell.

The current CP faculty members with Leonie Sandercock,
the guest lecturer.
From left to right: David Van Vliet; Ian Skelton; Sheri
Blake; Ian Wight;Leonie Sandercock; and Rae Bridgman.
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Capital cities:

perspectives and convergence

Pierre Dube, MCIP
David Gordon, MCIP

WE ARE IMMENSELY PLEASED to present this

special issue devoted to capitals. It describes experiences
in Canada and abroad that define the nature of capital
cities and their past, present, andfuture roles. We called on
expert observers, whose articles reflect a wide range of
opinion on the functions and symbolism of capitals. The
issue also describes the urban planning, development, and
architecture underway in several capitals.

David Gordon,
MCIP,
Senior Co-editor

Pierre Dube,
MCIP, OUQ,
Senior Co-editor

Why study capital cities?

A guide to this issue

Planning for cities that include a
seat of government often
involves political and symbolic
concerns that are different from
those of other urban areas.
Canada is one of the world's
most decentralized federations,
so these issues are not confined
solely to the national capital. We
now have fourteen capital cities
in Canada - cities which account
for over thirty percent of the
population and nine of the nineteen largest metropolitan areas.

Sir Peter Hall sets the tone by

Capital planning issues vary in
importance across these urban
areas. The plans for Ottawa-Hull
prepared for the federal government have had capital issues as
their dominant themes, while the
subject barely shows up on the
agenda for planning Ontario's
seat of government, Toronto.
Iqaluit (population 5,000) is currently experiencing a small building boom to accommodate the
new Government of Nunavut,
and the planning for this unique
northern community must be
done quickly to keep up.
Similar situations occur in other
countries. Capital city issues
dominate planning in Canberra
and Brasilia, and yet are often
minor concerns in London, Paris
and Tokyo. Still, creating a seat
of government can spark a significant building boom in even
the largest cities, as the recent
experiences of Berlin and Brussels
demonstrate.
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presenting a typology of capitals
and examining the political and
economic forces associated with
the role of a capital city. Michael
Wise then describes Berlin's
restoration as the capital of
Germany in 1999, and recounts
the challenges associated with its
architectural symbolism.

Governor Joaquim Domingos
Roriz presents the evolution of
Brasilia and the impact that the
creation of the Brazilian capital
had on national identity. Fran~ois
Lapointe and Pierre Dube chronicle one hundred years of planning in the building of the
Canadian capital, and highlight
the factors that have contributed
to this success . David Gordon
compares Canberra and Ottawa
and emphasizes the differences
between the two "political capitals" as expressed in their planning programs.

We also wanted to present a portrait of the situation in Canadian
capitals, and to determine how
the "capital" dimension was
included in planning and developing provincial and territorial
capitals. We are grateful to the
Canadian Capital Cities
Organization and to all those
who enthusiastically agreed to
write articles on the various
approaches and projects current
in their respective cities. The
majority of provincial and territorial capitals express, in varying
degrees, the impact of this
dimension on urban planning,
development, and architecture.
This brief portrait highlights the
historic, cultural, economic and
symbolic heritage of Canada's
capitals.

Caroline Andrew and John
Taylor, from the Canadian Centre
for the Study of Capitals, conclude the series of articles by
describing the conditions that
contribute to the success of capitals. The growing interest in the
study of capitals as both cities
and "seats of political power"
shows that urban planning,
development, and architecture
are often guided by political and
symbolic concerns.
The "Plan Reviews" section presents analyses of recent plans for
Washington D.C. and Ottawa.
We felt that new and valuable
perspectives could be produced
by asking our American colleagues to review the Ottawa
plan, and a Canadian planner to
review the Washington plan.
Mark Seasons reviews the plan
for Washington D.C., "Extending
the Legacy." William Dowd,

Denise Liebowitz, Nancy

Witherell, Eugene Keller and
George Toop, all of whom work
for the National Capital Planning
Commission in Washington D.C.,
graciously agreed to review the
"Plan for Canada's Capital,"
which was published in 1999.
In "The Academic Nexus," HokLin Leung describes the graduate
planning program at Queen's
University and the strong ties the
school maintains with Canada's
capital city. In "The Learning
Curve," Tiffany de Gravina
chronicles her internship experience with the University of
Ottawa and the National Capital
Commission .
We wish to offer special thanks
to the authors for their contributions on short deadlines. We
would also like to thank several
others who helped assemble this
issue: the Plan Canada Editorial
Board, especially Ian Wight, for
support and wise advice; Paulo
Uchoa and Orlando Pacheco
from the Office of the Governor
of Brasilia, along with lvelise
Longhi, Brazil's State Secretary
for Urban Development and
Housing; Peter Levick, Gilles
Chenier, Donna Mockler, Stefan
Van Doorn, Andrea Emery, Anne
Heany, Marguerite Seguin and
Susan Liddle of the National
Capital Commission; Christine
Helm of CIP; and Brian Lynch
and Jean-Pierre Rousselle of the
SIC-Richelieu team, for production of this top-notch issue.
We thoroughly enjoyed working
on this edition of Plan Canada.
We hope you enjoy it, too.
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Nous SOMMES HEUREUX devouspresenter,

dans /,e present numero, une exploration des capita/es, de
kur nature, du rok qu 'elks ontjoue dans le passe et qu'elles
devront assumer dans l'avenir. Nous avonsJait appel ades
experts qui ont etudie la transformation de plusieurs
capita/es. Leurs articles presentent un eventail d'opinions
et d'observations sur le role des capita/es, leur symbolisme
et !es contextes municipaux et gouvernementaux.
Pourquoi etudier les
capitales?
L'amenagement des vii/es ou siege
le gouvernement doit tenir compte de preoccupations symboliques
et politiques differentes de eel/es
d'autres centres urbains. Le
Canada est l'une des confederations Jes mains centralisees. Aussi
ne s'agit-il pas que de la capita/e
nationa/e, mais plutot de 14 vii/es
canadiennes, 9 des 19 plus grands
centres urbains recenses au pays,
representant plus de 30 % de la
population.
Les enieux varient selon la capitale. Les plans d'amenagement
d'Ottawa-Hu/1 prepares pour le
gouvernement federal revelent
comme preoccupation principale
le role de la capitale nationale,
a/ors que ce suiet n'est qu 'eff/eure
dans Jes plans d'amenagement de
Toronto, siege du gouvernement
ontarien. Iqaluit (5 000 habitants)
connaft actuel/ement une croissance economique importante
reliee a /'etablissement du
gouvernement du Nunavut.
L'amenagement de cette communaute unique doit faire preuve
de souplesse et d'agilite.

On rencontre /es memes
variations,d~ns d'autres pays. Le
role de ~apitale occupe une place
impor#nte dans /es plans d'amenag~fnent de Canberra et Brasilia
a/oh qu'il n'est qu'une preoccupation mineure pour Landres,
Paris et Tokyo. Meme dans !es
grandes metropoles, l'instauration
du siege du gouvernement peut
engendrer une forte poussee de
construction, comme en temoignent Berlin et Bruxelles.

Les articles du present
numero
Sir Peter Hall entame le debat en
tra<;ant un portrait des capita/es et
des facteurs politiques et economiques qui /es definissent.
Michael Wise nous parle de
Berlin, qui a reintegre sa place de
capitale de l 'Allemagne en 1999,
et des particularites de son
symbo/isme architectural. Le
gouverneur Joaquim Domingos
Roriz decrit /'evolution de Brasilia
et /'impact de la creation de la
capitale bresilienne sur l'identite
nationale. Fran~ois Lapointe et
Pierre Dube resument cent ans
d'amenagement de la capitale
nationa/e canadienne et re/event
Jes facteurs qui ant contribue a
son succes. David Gordon
compare Canberra et Ottawa en
faisant ressortir /es differences
dans /'amenagement de ces deux
centres politiques.
II fallait aussi analyser la situation
des capita/es canadiennes et
eva/uer dans quel/e mesure /eur
role de capita/e a influence
l'amenagement de ces centres
urbains. Nous tenons aremercier
!'Organisation des capita/es
canadiennes et taus ceux qui ant
accepte d'ecrire un article sur Jes
proiets en cours dans leurs vii/es
respectives. La plupart des capita-
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/es provinciales ou territoriales
reconnaissent, a des degres
differents, /'influence du role de
capitale sur /eur amenagement et
leur architi;cture. Cet aperc;u
brosse le tableau de /'heritage
historique, culture/, economique
et symbolique des capita/es
canadiennes.
Caroline Andrew et John Taylor,
du Canadian Centre for the Study
of Capitals, concluent en decrivant /es conditions qui contribuent au succes des capita/es.
L'interet croissant dans l'etude des
capita/es en tant que metropoles
et «centres du pouvoir politique»
demontre /'impact des facteurs
symboliques et politiques sur
l'amenagement, la planification et
/'architecture.
Dans la section «Lu pour vous»,
nous vous presentons une analyse
commentee des derniers proiets
d'amenagement de Washington
et d'Ottawa. Les deux organismes
responsables ant pub/ie leurs
proiets d'amenagement aJong
terme des capita/es canadienne et
americaine. Mark Seasons
analyse le proiet de Washington
«Extending the Legacy». William
Dowd, Denise Liebowitz, Nancy
Witherell, Eugene Keller et
George Toop ant accepte
d'etudier le «Plan
d'amenagement de la capitale
canadienne » pub/ie en 1999. Ces
deux documents serviront de
guide pour l'amenagement des
capita/es dans Jes prochaines
decennies.
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Dans «Le lien academique», -HokLin Leung decrit le programm'e-.,
d'etudes de troisieme cycle de ' ,
l'universite de Queen's et /es liens'
serres qui existent entre l'universiteet Jacapitale nationale. Dans
L'acquisition du savoir, Tiffany de
Gravina parle de son stage du rant
l'ete de 1998, resultat d'une
association entre l'Universite
d'Ottawa et la Commission de la
capitale nationale.
Nous tenons aremercier taus Jes
auteurs pour /eur participation
malgre des echeanciers tres
courts. Nous desirons aussi
remercier taus ceux qui ant rendu
la publication du present numero
possible : le comite de redaction
de Plan Canada, tout particulierement Ian Wight pour ses
conseils et son encouragement;
Paul Uchoa, du bureau du
gouverneur de Brasilia; Peter
Levick, Gilles Chenier, Donna
Mockler et Stefan Van Doorn, de
la Commission de la capita/e
nationa/e, a Ottawa ; Christine
Helm, de /'ICU, et Brian Lynch et
Jean-Pierre Rousselle, de l'equipe
de SIC-Richelieu inc., pour la
realisation d'un numero
exception net.
Nous avons reel/ement aime
travail/er a ce numero. Nous
esperons sincerement que vous
l'apprecierez aussi.
Bonne lecture !
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The Changing Role

_ofCapital Cities

by Sir Peter Hall

SIX TYPES OF CAPITAL Cl1Y

The first point to make is the elementary one: that not all
capital cities are alike. Some owe that role solely to the fact
ofbeing the seat ofgovernment; at least one (Amsterdam)
is a capital even though it is not the seat ofgovernment.
Capitals in federal systems may have less well-developed
governmentalJunctions than those in centralized systems.
Though most seats ofgovernment attract other national
functions (commerce, finance, media, higher education),
not all do so in equal degree.

We can usefully distinguish the
following cases:
CDMulti-function capitals: combining all or most of the highest national-level functions
(London , Paris, Madrid,
Stockholm , Moscow, Tokyo).
® Global capitals: a special case
of CD, representing cities that
also perform super-national
roles in politics, commercial
life, or both (London, Tokyo).
@Political capitals: created as
seats of government, and
often lacking other functions
which remain in older, commercial cities (The Hague,
Bonn, Washington , Ottawa,
Canberra, Brasilia) .
© Former capitals: often the converse of ® , representing cities
that have lost their role as the
seat of government but that
retain other historic functions
(Berlin , Leningrad,
Philadelphia, Rio de Janeiro) .1
® Ex-imperial capitals: a special
case of @, representing former
imperial cities which have lost
their empires though they may
function as national capitals,
and may also perform important commercial and cultural
roles for the former imperial
territories (London, Madrid,
Lisbon, Vienna) .
® Provincial capitals: a special
case in federal nations, overlapping with @; cities which
once functioned as de facto
capitals, sometimes on a
shared basis, but have now lost
that role, retaining however
functions for their surrounding
territories (Milan , Turin,
Stuttgart, Munich, Montreal ,
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Toronto , Sydney, Melbourne)_
New York is a very special case
here, almost sui generis, of a
global provincial capital.
(J) Super-capitals: functioning as

centres for international organizations; these may or may
not be national capitals
(Brussels, Strasbourg, Geneva,
Rome , New York) .
Some might argue that not all of
these cases deserve to be treated
as capitals . But all perform roles
that are capital-like, and are performed by capital cities elsewhere. In any case, as I shall try
to argue, it is important to distinguish these overlapping roles,
because they are changing in different ways and even in different
directions.

The political role
The twentieth century saw three
important political changes which
have profoundly affected the
roles of capitals as seats of government. The first is the dismemberment of empires, both landbased (Germany, Austria and
now Russia) and sea-based
(Britain , France, Portugal) . The
second is the development of
new federal systems (Australia,
South Africa, Germany, Spain,
and now the Soviet Union) and ·
the development of more decentralized systems within a centralized framework (France) . The
third is the development of new
super-national groupings (the
League of Nations, the United
Nations and its agencies, the
Council of Europe, the European
Communities). All three trends
had precursors in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries (the
dissolution of the Spanish
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Empire; the creation of the
United States and the Dominion
of Canada; the Congress of
Vienna) , but all three exhibited
sharp acceleration in the twentieth.
The effects on certain cities have
been profound _Vienna lost its
role as capital of a land-based
empire, and with it much of its
political and economic role; ever
since 1918, its public buildings
have been anomalously too large
and too grand. The same
occurred to Berlin after 1945. In
both cases, the effects were
exacerbated by the division of
Europe into two rival blocks, with
the concomitant loss of trading
relations and trading functions .
The leading provincial cities of
Germany had a new lease of life
after 1945 as the effective
power-sharing capitals of the
Federal Republic; Munich , in particular, regained much of the role
it had lost to Berlin in 1871 .
Thanks to the Treaty of Rome,
Brussels acquired an importance
and a dynamism that would otherwise have been denied to it.
In all these cases, change
occurred suddenly and drastically
in the aftermath of war.
Elsewhere, the changes were
more gradual, even unnoticeable .
London and Paris have not selfevidently suffered from the loss
of empire; if their economies are
experiencing partial contraction ,
that was not the cause. The
major Australian cities have not
notably lost importance since the
belated rise of Canberra, nor has
the autonomy of Barcelona,
Bilbao or Sevilla threatened the
primacy or vigour of Madrid. The
United Nations is still no more
than marginal to the whole New
York City economy.

These historical examples point
to a number of lessons, all important for the future of capital
cities . It requires a rather drastic
political change - the sudden and
total dismemberment of an
empire, the division of a country
- to bring about a major shift in
the role and the fortunes of a
capital city. Otherwise change
tends to be marginal, and existing urban economies tend to
retain a great deal of resilience .
Major global cities may lose
political empires but may retain
much of the associated economic
and cultural hegemony over their
former territories. Very large
cities are not greatly affected by
additions to, or subtractions
from , their overall role.

The economic role
The categorization of capital
cities shows very clearly that
there is no rule that a political
capital automatically attracts
concomitant economic functions .
Rather, the capitals that developed such functions did so
because of historic contingency.
In particular, the great European
capitals grew on the basis of centralized regal power in the period
between the sixteenth and the
eighteenth centuries, which also
happened to be the period when
great trading empires developed .
The two forces interacted and
assisted one another; the political
dominion and the economic one
grew in parallel. On the basis of
the trading function, financial
functions developed . Central
power and a trading function
demanded legal codification and
legal enforcement, engendering
a set of specialized functions courts, lawyers and ancillary
functions. Further, because these
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cities were centres of culture and
of conspicuous consumption,
local demand gave rise to activities such as universities, theatres,
art and architecture, concert
halls, newspaper and book publishing, and their twentieth-century media offshoots. These
functions tended to assist each
other, demand from one being
met by supply in another. And
with the progressive growth of
the service economy, most of
these functions have tended to
expand in scale and importance.
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Washington Monument
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imagery® copyright
1999 PhotoDisc, Inc.

However, these functions do not
necessarily belong together. In
states which from the beginning
had specialized political capitals,
we find that typically many or
most of the other functions
remain elsewhere, either in the
former capital or in the most
important existing commercial
centres. In the United States, for
instance, New York dominates
the commercial, financial and
entertainment worlds, and has a
very important role in law, education and publishing.
Washington has developed some
independent cultural life in the
last quarter-century, but is still a
shadow of its near neighbor. In
Canada, these functions are distributed among the provincial
capitals but are disproportionately clustered in Montreal and
Toronto; they are notably underdeveloped in Ottawa. In
Australia the situation is precisely
the same, with Sydney and
Melbourne dominating the others; Canberra has acquired a cultural status through deliberate
government action (ANU, the
new art gallery), but still cannot
compete with the older centres.
Notably, in every one of these

cases the political capital was a
relatively late arrival, when the
initial urban hierarchy was
already well developed.

Even in Europe, the continent
where the all-powerful multifunction capital is best developed, it is not absolutely universal. States that from the start
were federal or confederal may
share economic and cultural roles
among several centres, as
Switzerland shows. In Italy,
where commercial life was
already well advanced from
Roman times onward in the
Northern Plain, Milan and Venice
retained their commercial and
cultural roles after unification;
Milan in particular has remained
the dominant high-level service
city of Italy, only slightly behind
London and Paris. 2 In Germany,
the federal structure after 1949
only underlined a long tradition
of urban autonomy going back
to the Middle Ages, in which
Hamburg, Frankfurt and Munich
retained the functions and the
prestige they had partly lost in
1871. In the Netherlands,
Amsterdam has always been the
primary commercial, financial
and cultural centre (and , by reason of the presence of the Royal
Palace, the capital) though the
government has been located in
The Hague. Notably, The Hague
has attracted some headquarters
functions such as Royal Dutch
Shell , but it still remains fundamentally a mono-functional city.
In all these cases, accidents of
historical evolution explain the
separation of functions ; but these
are not rare anomalies.

Forces for change
We can distinguish a number of
possible forces for change in the
next two decades: political , technological, economic.

1. Political
For the next decade, at least, the
most momentous political
change seems certain to be the
effective dismemberment of the
Russian empire , both within its
1917 boundaries and outside
them. Nationalism has become a
major political force once again ,
just at the point when in Europe
it seemed to be surrendering to
super-nationalism. Within Eastern
Europe, this seems to spell a
return to the political geography
of 1918-39, with strong national
capitals. But the unknown factor
is the impact of German reunification on that country 's urban
hierarchy. Berlin has again
become the political capital , with
residual functions left in Bonn .
What is still unclear is whether
this will lead to a reconcentration
of other aspects of national life in
the capital, including finance,
commerce , culture and the
media. With the emergence of
Frankfurt as an economic supercapital housing the European
Federal Bank, this seems less certain.

2. Technological
Two virtually certain developments , already in progress, seem
likely to affect the relationships
between capital cities and the
other centres in their national
urban systems . These are the
information revolution and the
development of new systems of
high-speed ground transportation.

Information:
A good deal of recent research
on information-based services
seems to agree that higher-level
producer services, dependent on
face-to-face information
exchange, remain concentrated
in the cores of the most highlydeveloped central metropolitan
areas of the most highly-developed national economies
(London, Paris, New York ,
Tokyo). However, specialist activities, such as research laboratories and routine producer services, may decentralize either to
sub-centres within easy traveling
distance of the major metropolitan centre, or to provincial cities
offering lower rents and availability of the right kind of
medium-skill labor.3 An open
question is whether certain types
of "head office" activity are also
decentralizing to "edge city "
locations, leading to the development of polycentric metropolitan
areas, as observed both in the
San Francisco Bay Area and
South East England .4 But in this
process the major metropolitan
regions as a whole continue to
expand - in particular the "command and control" global cities,
which increasingly relate more to
each other than to the rest of the
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High-speed ground
transportation:
An equally important development is the spread of high-speed
train systems. It seems virtually
certain that by 201 O Europe will
have a network linking the
national capitals and leading
provincial cities, and taking much
of the present air traffic up to a
critical limit of about 880 kilometers, as has already occurred in
Japan and France. Observation in
these countries suggests that the
new systems aid their terminal
cities (Tokyo/Osaka, Paris/Lyon)
while weakening intermediate
cities (Nagoya). A crucial role will
be played by a relatively few
interconnection points between
rail and intercontinental air services, as at Paris Charles de
Gaulle and Amsterdam Schiphol.

The overall impact of
technology:
Technological change is therefore
likely to fortify rather than
weaken the roles of the major
cities, including the national capitals. But the effect w ill not be
uniform , because the high-speed
trains will find their optimal locus
in the range of roughly 300 to
600 kilometers. High-order cities,
including capital cities, bunched
within these limits may enjoy
some advantage over the rest.
The effect will be most noticeable in Europe , where the new
trains should give a real advantage to the "Golden Trian gle"
bounded by London , Paris and
Frankfurt as against more peripheral centres such as Madrid,
Berlin , Copenhagen and even
Milan . But much will depend on
the operational characteristics, in
particular the average speed , of
the new system .

3. Economic
The most important economic
changes are the shift to the information economy and the globalization of the corporation. Both
will favor the highest-order
global cities, but perhaps increase
the pressure within them for local
deconcentration. These of course
are not necessarily capital cities,
as New York illustrates. Though
there are important linkages between media empires and governments, for instance - these
will necessarily take place in each
national capital. But the complexities of control of such vast
conglomerates seem likely to
concentrate the headquarters
operations in one place or at
most two. Critical here will be
the quality of international information linkages. The largest cities
tend to have the richest and
highest-quality information technology networks as well as the
richest facilities for personal
movement (e.g., international
airports, high-speed train connections) . These advantages tend
to be cumulative, though they
might be weakened by congestion of airspace around major airports and by the progressive
build-up of connections at their
second-rung competitors.

The impact of policy
During the 1950s and 1960s,
governments in Europe made
vigorous efforts to promote
decentralization from their
national capital regions. But in
the 1980s and 1990s these policies lost force , becau se they were
based on moving manufacturing
industry, which has catastrophically declined - not least in these
cities. Instead , government policies targeted relatively small
zones - typically inner-city areas
adjacent to central business districts - for intensive redevelopment carried through by publicprivate partnerships. This policy
shift is now almost complete .
However, it has left wide areas of
the big cities - east London , the
north side of the Paris region struggling to find a new economic role to replace the factory
and goods-handling jobs that
have disappeared .

Winterlude, Skating on
the Rideau Canal, c.1980.
From /be Colleclion of
NCC, Ollawa.
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New Capital Cities in Africa, Asia and Latin America since 1960
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Year

Country

New Capital

Old Capital

1956

Brazil

Brasilia

Rio de Janeiro

1957

Mauritania

Nouakchott

Saint Louis
(Senegal)

1959

Pakistan

Islamabad

Karachi

1961

Bostwana

Gaberone

Mafeking

1963

Libya

Beida

Tripoli/ Benghazi

Malawi

Lilongwe

Zomba

Belize

Belmopan

Belize City

Tanzania
Nigeria

\\.'

Dodoma

Dar Es Salaam
j

Abuja

Lagos

Ivory Coast

Yamoussoukro

Abidjan

Argentina

Vied ma/Carmen
de Patagones

Buenos Aires

Source: A. Gilbert 0989), "Moving the Capital of Argentina," Cities 6: pp. 234-242.
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The ultimate solution:
moving the capital
During the last thirty years, a
dozen countries in South America
and Africa have actually relocated their capital cities, generally establishing a completely
new capital, Washington- or
Canberra-style, in a greenfield
location or on the basis of a small
existing city; Argentina is in
process of doing the same. 7 The
reasons are varied and involve
political motives, but congestion
and resulting inefficiency in the
old capital are usually cited.
Some were logical and even necessary, in that new nation states
were being created; many were
over-ambitious in terms of available financial and organizational
resources, and have proved failures. There are far fewer cases of
recent deliberate relocation in the
most advanced industrial countries; Bonn's establishment in
1949 as Federal German capital
was a reflection of the division of
the country a year before. Since
1960 the Japanese have twice
seriously considered moving the
seat of government from Tokyo;
the current explosion of land values has triggered the debate for
a third time, with Sendai north of
Tokyo and Nagoya among the
favored alternatives. 8 In the
United Kingdom, alternative capitals have been discussed from
time to time, but the idea has
never received serious official
consideration.
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Designing a New Stage for

German Power
by Michael z. Wise

FOR NEARLY A HALF CENTURY,

the Federal
Republic of Germany studiously avoided creating grand
government buildings. The self-consciously modest, modern
West German capital that arose in Bonn after the demise
ofNazi Berlin stood in pointed contrast to the overblown
classicism favored by the Third Reich - an architectural
declaration of "Never Again."
Federal ministries in the small
Rhineland town set up operations in unassuming quarters.
The federal parliament, the
Bundestag, moved into an austere new building and government chiefs from Ludwig Erhard
to Gerhard Schroder occupied a
squat, low-slung official residence nicknamed "the
Chancellor's Bungalow."

,- :

If Bonn's buildings were intended
to exude a sense of atonement an architectural hair shirt for a
contrite nation - the German
government is adopting a somewhat different tone for the official structures it has commissioned for Berlin. The restored
capital's architecture and layout
are consonant with unified
Germany's status as the mightiest
nation in Europe and in keeping
with the expansive urban scale of
the country's historic power centre.
But in planning the government's
move to Berlin from Bonn ,
German leaders had an acute
sense of architecture's symbolic
potency and therefore feared an
international furor about their
aspirations if they revived an
overly monumental official style.
A long string of state-sponsored
design competitions has resulted
in a mixed bag of architectural
compromises. The designs, and
the often bitter debate surrounding their creation,
serves as a valuable lens
through which to consider Germany's future
direction and its relationship to the past.

After 1949, sleepy Bonn was
accorded the legal status of
Germany's temporary capital,
nothing more than a way station
pending the country's unification.
Once the Berlin Wall collapsed,
representatives of the Federal
Republic were called upon to
make good their historic pledge
to uproot themselves and move
380 miles eastwards back to
Germany's traditional seat of
government. Despite decades of
lip service to doing just that,
many members of the Bundestag
were reluctant to pack up and
leave the cozy town that had
suited their purposes so well.

ness center sponsored by a consortium of U.S.-based investors.
Although West Berlin had lost
much of its economic base during the Cold War, the commercial
projects manifest hope that business activity would surge again in
the revived city.
Amid the construction commotion at these and dozens of other
private-sector projects that
turned the city into Europe's
largest building site, the unified
German state grappled with its
own architectural reconception.
Not surprisingly, one of the
thorniest official design
challenges was

These reservations found expression in the narrow margin of the
parliament's 1991 vote for relocating to Berlin . Already by 1991,
the ideological triumph of capitalism over East bloc communism
was taking its most prominent
built form in Berlin, with plans
for new corporate office
complexes for DaimlerBenz and Sony on the
reborn Potsdamer Platz.
The site of the former
East-West border crossing, Checkpoint
Charlie, was transformed into a busi-
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the headquarters of the German
Chancellor, the first to govern
from Berlin since Adolf Hitler.
Drawn up by the Berlin architects
Axel Schultes and Charlotte
Frank , the new Chancellery's
design marks a clean break with
Bonn's anonymous, low-key
approach . "This is no longer
understatement," Schultes said
after winning the commission in
1995. Now that Germany had
become a nation of 82 million
people, he declared: "We are
moving forward and we have to
respond. The Republic must
show its colors."

Schultes and Frank were obvious
choices to design the
Chancellery, since it forms a key
part of the master plan that the
same architects also created for
Berlin's latest government district. The Schultes-Frankdesigned district, now under construction in an area known as the
Spreebogen, comprises a massive
ribbon of official structures reminiscent of the Mall in
Washington D.C. Called the
Band des Bundes, or Federal
Strip, it is as wide as a football
field, with the Chancellery and its
gardens at the western end and
offices and a library for the
Bundestag at the other. The
plan 's east-west orientation has
symbolic import because the new
government district is rising upon
the very same Berlin tract where
Hitler's architect, Albert Speer,
envisioned a vast north -south
axis, framed at opposite end s by
a gargantuan victory arch and an
even bigger domed hall large
enough to accommodate
180,000 people .
The Federal Strip thus seeks to
cancel out Speer's design while
forging a new architectural allegory - a ribbon of federal
offices that also acts to
knit together the once
divided city while
running across an
area previously
traversed by the
Berlin Wall. For
Germany's
new
Chancellery,
Schultes
and Frank

had to perform the equivalent of
a high-wire balancing act. They
needed distinctive imagery that
could serve as an instantly recognizable backdrop when foreign
statesmen come calling and official pronouncements are made.
The design also had to surpass
the functional but nondescript
Chancellery in Bonn . Completed
in 1976, that building looks little
different from a corporate office
for BMW or Siemens.
At the same time, Schroder's predecessor, Helmut Kohl, who had
himself hoped to occupy the new
Chancellery, was wary of any
architecture that verged on the
forbidding or aloof. Schultes, too,
took pains to avoid resuscitating
the pretentious corridors of
power like those Charlie Chaplin
lampooned in "The Great
Dictator." The design thus went
through a half-dozen reworkings
during which Schultes said he
and Frank "felt our pulse and
that of the country."
Schultes and Frank fashioned a
nine-story cube to house the
executive offices, cabinet meeting rooms, an auditorium for
news conferences and a circular
international conference room
suitable for summits of the
European Union and the G-7, the
group comprising the world's
leading industrial nations.
Flanking the cube will be two
lower administrative\ wings for
the Chancellery's 500-member
staff. The five-story wings, their
mass leavened by thirteen glassenclosed gardens, form the outer
edges of the Federal Strip .

Schultes originally wanted the
Federal Strip to be of a uniform
height, but Kohl pushed the
architects to double the size of
his office so that it would not be
outflanked by the nearby
Reich stag.
The main facade of the
Chancellery, scheduled for completion by autumn 2000, looks
onto a large ceremonial court
where Germany's leaders will
greet state visitors. Embellishing
this entryway will be a collection
of concrete columns up to fortysix feet high . But the prospect of
another imposing colonnaded
Chancellery in Berlin set off alarm
bells in Kohl's office, so to avoid
anything that might have
Speerian echoes, the architects
devised irregularly shaped and
asymmetrically placed columns
that look more like rippling panels than traditional pillars. The
result adds depth and a play of
light and shadow to the facade,
while also providing fresh
iconography for a liberal democratic state.
Since easily
defeating Kohl
in 1998,
Gerhard
Schroder has
argued that
the Germans
are too "up
tight" about

-
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their history and should proudly
regard themselves as a "normal"
nation. His comments make one
wonder whether the symbolladen new Chancellery might
have looked different had the
younger Social Democrat been
premier when the building was
planned. But by the time he took
office, the project was already
well into the construction phase.
The carefully calibrated design
now being realized befits a
national capital that Schroder
touts as being "self-confident
without being arrogant." For it
will have neither an aura of
undue pomp nor false modesty,
while still offering a far more dramatic setting than Bonn's muted
stage for German history's next
act.
Another new Berlin state building
raising symbolic issues is the
office for the president's administrative staff located adjacent to
Schloss Bellevue. The work of
Martin Gruber and Helmut
Kleine-Kraneburg of Frankfurt, it
involves an elliptical structure of
polished granite. Enthusiasts
have called it jewel-like, a cabochon nestled in the leafy green of
the Berlin park known as the
Tiergarten . But others, including
former President Roman Herzog,
were right to fear that the project
would resemble a shadowy coliseum, a fortress or a massive sarcophagus .
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The structure is a "black house."
It's an elegant form but certainly
the sort of architecture that
would never have been proposed
for unassuming Bonn. Despite
modifications to the original
design, the building has a
detached and enigmatic air.
During the planning stage,
President Herzog told the architects that their four-story design
made an "unfriendly impression"
and ordered the narrow windows
enlarged for more "transparency." The young duo grudgingly complied, nearly doubling
the size of the windows, and
eventually agreed to the presidential request that they clad the
ellipse, not in black granite, but
in a slightly lighter stone to
soften its image. Now that the
building is complete and occupied by the staff of the incumbent president, Johannes Rau,
the changes have compromised
the original form but done little
to alleviate its symbolic pitfalls.

Chancellor's bungalow in Bonn,
completed in 1969.
Credi/: Bu111iesbildstel/e, Bonn

The decision to house the bulk of
the institutions moving from
Bonn to Berlin, not in new buildings like the presidential office
and Chancellery, but in older
structures, is a welcome one
even if it poses difficult symbolic
hurdles. Several ministers will
soon be performing their daily
duties from within doubly-burdened buildings, long identified
with both Nazi and communist
repression. Elsewhere in the
world, other governments have
adapted buildings of fallen rulers

for their own use. Russia's current head of state, acting president Vladimir Putin, occupies the
tsarist-built Kremlin where Lenin,
Stalin and other communists also
reigned. Sir Edwin Lutyens's
palace for the British viceroy in
New Delhi has become home to
independent India's democracy,
and Mexico's president governs
from the sixteenth century
Spanish palace erected by
Hernan Cortes. Will time and
new occupants ever erase the
stigma associated with Berlin's
buildings?
The Federal Republic's Finance
Ministry, whose rigid criteria for
currency unification reverberated
around Western Europe, will
soon move into the same structure from which the Luftwaffe
once terrorized the continent Hermann Goering's Aviation
Ministry. And in symbolic terms,
what could be more awkward
than reunified Germany's Foreign
Ministry setting up shop in the
former Reichsbank. Its design
was personally selected by Hitler
and later served as the East
German communist party headquarters.
An aversion to occupying these
relics in the 1990s evoked calls to
bulldoze them and build the
reunified capital from scratch. To
have agreed to do so would have
represented an ill-advised
attempt to sweep history under
the carpet. Berlin's architecture
itself is not to blame for the terrible crimes once organized from
the German capital. The stones
themselves are not guilty.
Punishing these buildings for
what happened there would be
like tearing down Canterbury
Cathedral for the murder of
Thomas Becket. On the
other hand, political architecture cannot be entirely
separated from the context
in which it arose. It is instilled
with meaning related to its history, happy or not. The integration of the burdensome legacy
into the framework of a democratic capital, and the manner in
which its history will be conveyed
to future generations, poses an
important test of German political character.

a

But no German building has
more symbolic potency than the
Reichstag, the former imperial
parliament. When the Reichstag
dome was completed a century
ago, Kaiser Wilhelm II condemned it as "the height of
tastelessness." The emperor saw
the glass and steel cupola as a
symbolic challenge to his autocratic power, since it loomed
slightly higher than the dome of
the imperial palace. Today, a new
Reichstag dome has arisen , and
the crowning element atop the
latest home of Germany's
national legislature is drawing
critical scrutiny.
Designed by the British architect
Sir Norman Foster, the glazed
structure is part of his effort to
bring new symbolic meaning to
the history-soaked Reichstag.
The choice of Foster was in itself
a symbolic gesture. By enlisting
the aid of a star architect from
abroad, Germany sidestepped
charges of nationalist triumphalism in the refurbishment of its
most prominent piece of political
architecture.
Forced by conservative parliamentarians to place a new dome
atop the Reichstag against his
will, Foster filled his with a pair of
spiral viewing ramps . Ironically,
the dome Foster never wanted
has become the most exhilarating new feature on the city's skyline. Open to visitors even when
the Bundestag is in session, the
dome aims to place the voters
above the politicians answerable
to them. Inside, Foster has preserved graffiti messages scrawled
on the walls by the Red Army
soldiers who helped conquer
Nazism . This step is noteworthy
considering that it involves showcasing evidence of national
defeat and humiliation. It represents Foster's response to the
vexing issue of commemoration
vs. forgetting that has been at
the heart of Germany's capital
dilemma.

Diplomats and political scientists
will doubtless focus on a wealth
of other factors in determining
whither unified Germany, but the
planning of the new Berlin
remains a compelling gauge of
the uncertain state of the nation.
The capital's official face, which
formerly proclaimed the might
and merit of Prussia, Bismarck's
empire, the Third Reich and the
dictatorship of the proletariat, is
now becoming a vibrant architectural patchwork. It includes
the renovation and reoccupation
of structures dating from all of
these eras, as well as the addition
of bold symbolic gestures like
Foster's rebuilt Reichstag and
Schultes's Chancellery. It unites
approachable new and forbidding old architecture, buildings
that embody the zeniths and
nadirs of modern German history.
Remarkably, these costly construction projects will be juxtaposed not with freshly cast monuments to Germany's heroes, but
with a memorial at the restored
capital's very heart to the victims
of its worst crimes - a Holocaust
memorial. After years of debate,
parliament has given the goahead for the construction of a
monument covering a five-acre
site just south of the
Brandenburg Gate. The design
chosen is the work of New Yorkbased Peter Eisenman, calling for
a field of thousands of concrete
slabs, arrayed like a vast burial
ground - or a bed of nails for the
German national conscience. It
would be hard to imagine any
other nation devoting such a
prime spot in the center of its
capital to a similarly sobering,
labyrinthine form.

Plan
Design for the Federal
Chancellery byAxel Schultes
and Charloue Frank.
Credit: Axel Sc/mites and
Cbarlolle Frank

Supporters of the Eisenman
design hope that the monument
will send an important signal
about the place of memory in the
new Berlin, a city whose latest
architecture is on the whole less
exuberant, experimental and
expansive than the reunified capital of which some had dreamed,
and which others had dreaded.
By fitting the government structures into the city's existing fabric
and empty terrain, instead of
building entirely anew after erasing the architectural layers of
previous political systems,
Germany is showing a degree of
willingness to live with its
uncomfortable history.
Those who desired a grander
capital than Bonn have also
unmistakably shaped Berlin's
recreation. There has been a shift
from the restrained architectural
ambitions of the Rhineland town.
At the same time, each of these
projects was born amid a struggle to moderate gestures of
national aggrandizement, and in
a restricted budgetary climate
resulting from the enormous
expense of revamping the bankrupt former East German economy.

When Hans Schwippert designed
the austere new Bundestag in
Bonn nearly half a century ago,
he was firm in his refusal to elevate the stature of German public servants through a grand official architecture. That, he
insisted, could come only "when
politics again attains exalted levels." Exalted may not be an
entirely apt description of the
German polity in the late 1990s,
but Germany has made an exemplary transition to democracy.
With this record in tow, the
Federal Republic trades its modest Bonn base for a far more visible civic arena where, for years
to come, the Germans are destined to weigh national pride and
assertiveness against the competing claim of responsibility for the
past.

The Federal Strip designed
byAxel Schultes and
Charlotte Frank.
Credit: Axel Schultes and
Cbarlolle Frank
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Brasilia:

A National Project for

by Joaquim Domingos Roriz
Governor of the Federal District of Brasilia

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, Brazil went through
The Pilot Plan
presented by architect
Lucio Costa at the
contest for the
construction of the
New Capital.
Credit: Reiatorio do
Plano Piloto de
Brasilia, 1991.

a pivotal period in its history. On the political front, Brazilians tried to improve and
consolidate their democratic institutions so as to bring the country closer to the leading
nations of the free world. In the area of economics, the government strengthened and
implemented aprogram to substitute imported goods through the creation ofa large and
sophisticated industrialpark. It also invested heavily in the deve/,opment ofcomplementary
economic infrastructure, and began to conceive social policies to eliminate poverty. In
short, with economic development, a strengthenedpolitical structure, and a commitment
to socialjustice, Brazil intended to improve its domestic profile andplay a more assertive
role in a changing world.

Thus , in the mid-1950s,
President Juscelino Kubitschek de
Oliveira, one of the most important political figures in Brazil 's
history, conceived and carried
out an ambitious plan : to transfer
the federal capital , located for
nearly two centuries in the
coastal city of Rio de Janeiro, to
the Brazilian Central Plateau . It
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Development and Integration
The historical challenge
The idea to transfer the capital
from the coast to a more central
area of the country was as old as
the first movements in favour of
independence from Portugal ,
dating back to the end of the
eighteenth century. It was officially included in Brazil's
Constitution of 1824, when the
country was still a European-style
empire, and continued to be a
national goal after the republic
was proclaimed . The idea survived all of the constitutional
reforms that ensued.
Reasons offered in support of the
transfer varied with time, ranging
from simple military and transportation arguments to the more
complex goals of national and
continental integration. Yet each
of them reflected the an xieties of
the nation at a given moment.
And they all resulted in studies,
expeditions to the interior to
identify potential sites of the new
capital, and heated national
debate.
In 1956, President Kubitschek
fulfilled his campaign promise to
carry out the project. A national
competition was organized, and
a state company for the construction of the new capital
(NOVACAP) was established.
Architect Lucio Costa was
selected from a field of more
than forty candidates, and work
started in January 1957. The city
was inaugurated in April 1960, at
the end of President Kubitschek's
term of office .

All of the buildings along the
monumental axis were designed
by architect Oscar Niemeyer,
whose partnership with Lucio
Costa proved to be one of the
most creative in the history of
Brazilian architecture and urban
planning. The residences along
the other axis were organized on
the basis of a predetermined
relationship between residential
compounds (territorial units of
250 metres x 250 metres, with
eleven to thirteen residential
buildings of six floors each) and
service centres: for every four
residential compounds there
would be a church , a school , a
club, and areas for entertainment
and shopping.
An artificial lake was also created
for recreational purposes, and
the cerrado (the typical vegetation of the central region of
Brazil, similar in some aspects to
African savannahs) was incorporated in the parks and gardens of
the city.

Sketches drawn by Lucio Costa.
Credit Relatorio do Plano
Pilato de Brasilia, I99 I.

Brasilia today
The construction of Brasilia was a
huge success and represented an
important factor in building the
confidence of the Brazilian people. In less than four years, on
what had been empty land,
palaces, public buildings, houses,
schools, hospitals, industries,
squares, avenues, shopping
areas, and a complex structure of
social and urban services were
created according to a modern
urban plan and in a daring new
architectural style.
This adventure showed that the
country 's architecture and construction industries had achieved
an advanced stage of maturity
and excellence. It also brought
together Brazilians from all over
the country, who remained in the
city after its construction and
thus created a synthesis of
accents, cuisines, religious practices, and ethnic backgrounds
that represented all of the country's regions .

Yet the construction of the new
capital presented the country
with new challenges, obstacles
and problems. Cities, whether
spontaneously or artificially created, acquire their own dynamics. Resistant to programs, they
inevitably escape the control of
their creators and evolve regardless of predetermined patterns.
The creators of Brasilia imagined
that the capital would have no
more than half a million inhabitants by the year 2000, and the
central areas of the city were
designed to meet these demographic demands. But the population grew much more quickly
(so much so that it is now over
two million). The "satellite cities"
- smaller, outlying communities
that Kubitschek, Costa, and
Niemeyer originally planned to
develop later on to house lowincome social groups and accommodate eventual population
growth - came into being at virtually the same time that the
capital did. Today there are eighteen of these satellite cities,
where inhabitants face the problems inherent in rapid urban
expansion in developing countries (indeed, one of the cities Tanguatinga - is now larger than
Brasilia itself). These problems
have replaced the challenges of
constructing the new capital, and
they are now the focus of our
attention .

The city
Costa's project was structured
around two basic axes: a straight,
monumental one running from
east to west, for federal and local
administration institutional buildings and collective urban activities; and a curved, residential one
running from north to south, for
residences and day-to-day urban
activities. The centre of the city
was the intersection of these two
axes, with a bus terminal and
areas for shopping, entertain ment, banking, and so on .
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Still, Brasilia has achieved the
most important goals of its creation . By transferring the federal
political structure to a location ir,
the centre of the country, it integrated the national territory at
the same time that it allowed for
national economic development.
To the world, Brasilia has become
a point of urban and architectural
reference . To Brazilians, it has
proved the national ability to
turn dreams into reality.

In 1998, Joaquim Domingos
Roriz was elected to his third term
as Governor of the Federal District
of Brasilia . He has served at various
levels of government in Brazil since

1968.

Sketches of the main buildings
at the Square of the Three
Powen;, projected by architect
OscarNiemeyer

The Pilot Plan: The Three
Powen; Square and the
Ministries &,ulevard

The Pilot Plan:
Aresidential area
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A Century of Urban Planning
and Building in Canada's
by
Fran~ois Lapointe
Director of Planning,
National Capital Commission

and
Pierre Dube
Chief of Urban Planning,
National Capital Commission

fN J999, the National Capital Commission (NCC)

The vision for the capital relies
on:
• the natural environment as the
structuring element;
• a sense of place resulting from
an organic, rather than a monumental, approach;
• the diversity that characterizes
its social, physical and institutional make-up.

celebrated one hundred years of urban planning,
construction and public programming in Canada's Capital
Region. 1 To mark the significance ofthis unique milestone,
the NCC sponsored the publication of three documents on
the capital, its history, its evolution under the commission
andpredecessor organizations, and its position on the edge
ofa new century and a new millennium. 2
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Parliament Hill as seen from the
Canadian Museum of Civilization.
From the Col/ec/io11 of NCC,
Ottawa

The metropolitan region of

Vision

Ottawa-Hull is generally
acknowledged as a success, both
as a human settlement and as a
capital. Looking back over the
last one hundred years, during
which Canada's Capital Region
evolved from an industrial settlement into a world class capital,
we can identify four factors that
are largely responsible for this
success: vision, political leadership, long-range planning, and
capacity for evolution.

One of the cornerstones of contemporary urbanism is common
vision - the ability and capacity
of citizens of different generations to achieve consensus on
broad orientations for the future
development of villages, towns,
and regions.
The story of Canada's Capital
Region is primarily one of vision .
The odds against this nineteenth
century backwater settlement
achieving world-class capital status were formidable. Yet,
because of the visionary character of its first planners - politicians, professionals, business
people, and residents - the capital was able to develop and
evolve as a symbol of Canada,
reflecting both its character and the spirit of
its people.

In as much as this vision has
strongly influenced, over the
years, the physical evolution of
the capital, it has also helped
build a strong bond between
Canadians and their capital
through the city's symbolic character and its status as a visitor
destination .
Today the capital is widely
regarded not only as a meeting
place for Canadians, but as a tool
for teaching Canadians about
Canada, and as a place where
the nation's cultural heritage,
along with the capital's physical
assets and natural resources, are
safeguarded for future generations.

Political leadership
Many former Canadian prime
ministers - Laurier, Borden,
Mackenzie King, St. Laurent,
Diefenbaker, Pearson, Trudeau,
and Mulroney - provided crucial
leadership in the promotion and
implementation of the vision for
Canada's Capital Region.
In 1899, Sir Wilfrid Laurier established the base for this leadership
by creating the Ottawa
Improvement Commission, which
spearheaded the initial planning
and physical improvement of the
capital.
Prime Minister Mackenzie King,
for his part, played a critical role
in broadening the geographical
scope of the capital to include
the larger region on both the
Quebec and Ontario sides of the
Ottawa River. He also wielded
great influence in the marshalling
of the intellectual, financial, and
material resources that helped
turn the vision of the capital into
reality.

l
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Capital planning reflects Canadian planning
history
The National Capital Region has experienced the most sustained
urban planning effort in Canada. The following plans commissioned for Ottawa-Hull over the past century reflect many of the
important themes in Canadian planning history:

Capital Region

The Parks Movement: Frederick Todd's 1903 Report to the Ottawa Improvement Commissioners.
The City Beautiful: Edward Benneu·s 1915 plan for the Report of the Federal Plan Commission on a
General Plan for the Cities of Ottawa and Hull.
Garden Suburbs: Thomas Adams' 1919 plan for the first federally subsidized housing project,
Llndenlea.
The City Efficient: Noulan Cauchon's 1922 plans for the Town Planning Commission.
Comprehensive Planning: Jacques Greber's 1950 Plan for the National Capital.
Regional Planning: plans of the Region of Ottawa-Carleton and Communaute urbaine de l'Outaouais
(1970s).
Urban Design: the National Capital Commission's 1985 Confederation Boulevard plan.
Ecolog!cal Planning: the NCC's 1996 Greenbelt Master Plan, and the 1998 RMOC Official Plan.

The role of political leadership in
the evolution of the capital continues to this day, as exemplified
by the interest shown by Prime
Minister Jean Chretien in the
long-term development of the
capital's Core Area.

Long-range planning
From a professional perspective,
the planning of Canada's Capital
Region stands as a " best practice" case illustrating the virtues
and pitfalls of the long-range
perspective in the planning and
development of human settlements.
The continuity and consistency
provided by planning over many
generations made possible the
creation of such landmarks as the
Gatineau Park, the Greenbelt,
the Parkway and Recreational
Pathway networks and, more
recently, Confederation
Boulevard.
The 1999 "Plan for Canada's
Capital" 3 builds on this tradition
of long-range planning, reflecting the legacy of previous plans
for the capital, such as Frederick
Todd's 1903 plan, Edward G.
Bennett's 1915 plan, Jacques
Greber's 1950 plan, and the
NCC's 1988 "Federal Land Use
Plan."
On the other hand, the results of
a lack of integrated regional
transportation planning in the
Capital Region (i.e., the interminable quagmire between
Quebec and Ontario over the
location of cross-river bridges)
illustrate the crucial role played
by long-range planning.

Capacity for evolution

Capital planners

The ability to balance vision with
existing conditions is a hallmark
of successful long-range planning.
The planning and building of
Canada's Capital Region has
undergone significant changes in
direction over the years. In particular, the role of the federal
government has, since the
1970s, evolved from that of
planner and builder to promoter
of the national dimension of the
capital - as a symbol, a legacy
and a visitor destination.

Many of the people who were instrumental in planning Canada's
capital were also involved in establishing the profession across
the country:

Mer Bleue wetland, Greenbelt.
Prom the Co/lee/km ofNCC, Ottawa

The capacity for evolution in the
planning and building of the capital has proven particularly
important in regard to several
factors: the changing fiscal context of the country; the transformation of governance at the
regional and local levels in the
Capital Region ;4 and the emergence of collaboration and partnerships as key elements in the
implementation of plans.

Earl Grey: Governor-General ( 1904-11 ) and garden city advocate. Sponsored key visits by British
planners.
Edward Bennett: Architect, associate of Daniel Burnham. Planned Chicago O909) , Ottawa-Hull 09 I5),
and Washington D.C. 0920s).
Thomas Adams: Planning advocate; founding president of the Town Planning Institute of Canada ( 192021); planner ofTemiskaming (1917) , Richmond Neighbourhood, Halifax 0919) Llndenlea,
Kitchener, and the New York region 0920s) .
Noulan Cauchon: Surveyor, engineering consultant, Town Planning Institute of Canada President 09241925), Chairman of the Ottawa Town Planning Commission.
William Lyon Mackenzie King: Prime Minister (192 1-30; 1935- 1948). Strong advocate of national
capital planning. Commissioned Jacques Greber forthe 1938 and 1950 plans.
Jacques Greber: French architect, urbaniste and landscape architect. Prepared plans for Fairmount
Parkway, Philadelphia 0917) , Paris 0919) , Lille 0923) , Marseilles 0937) , and Rouen (1940) ,
among many others.

John Kitchen: Architect-planner. Assisted Cauchon at Ottawa Town Planning Commission (1920s), and
Jacques Greber at NCC O940s) . Secretary of the Town Planning Institute of Canada0 920s- I950).
Edouard Fiset: Quebec architect-planner. Assisted Greber with plans for Ottawa-Hull (1950) and Ville
de Quebec (1956).
Eric Thrift: Architect-planner. Planner for Winnipeg 0950s) and General Manager of the National
Capital Commission ( I960s). Town Planning Institute of Canada president 1953-54, I96 I-62.

Further readings in Ottawa-Hull planning history
DeGrace, W. "Canada's Capital 1900-1950: Five Town Planning Visions," Environments 17 (no. 2),
1985: pp. 43-57.
Eggleston, W. The Queen~ Choice: A Story of Canada's Capital (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1961).
Gordon, D.L.A. "A City Beautiful Plan For Canada's Capital," Planning Perspectives 13, 1998: pp. 275300.
Hillis, K. "A History of Commissions: Threads of an Ottawa Planning History," Urban History Review 21
(no. I), October 1992: pp. 46-6o.
Taylor, j.H. Ottawa: A11 !I/us/rated History (Toronto: Lorimer, 1986).

Looking to the future
The planning and building of
Canada's Capital Region in the
twenty-first century will continue
to reflect the interplay between
the four success factors discussed
above: vision, political leadership,
long-range planning, and capacity for evolution .
However, because the environment of the capital is rapidly
changing at all levels, from the
international to the local, a combination of political leadership
and the capacity for evolution
will be crucial to sustaining the
vision and extending the benefits
and legacy of long-range planning.

Lady Aberdeen: Early feminist, social activist, and wile of Governor General Aberdeen (1893-98) .
Pushed the federal government to plan Ottawa.
Willrid Laurier: Prime Minister (1896- 191 I) . Founded the Ottawa Improvement Commission in 1899.
Frederick Todd: Montreal landscape architect and planner. Prepared plans for the Ontario Improvement
Commission parks system 0903) , Vancouver's Shaughnessy Heights (1908), Montreal's Town of
Mount Royal (1912) , and many Canadian parks.

Covered Bridge, Meech Creek Valley, Galineau Park.
Prom the Collection ofNCC, Ottawa

Endnotes
I This work was carried out by the Ottawa
Improvement Commission, 1899- 1927; the
Federal District Commission, 1927- 1957; and the
National Capital Commission, 1958-present.
2 The three documents are: "A Capital in the
Malting: Reflections of the Past, Visions for the
Future" (NCC, 1998); " APlace for Canadians:
The Story of the National Capital Commission"
(NCC, 1999); and "La capitale du Canada:
Reflexions sur le passe et perspectives d'avenir"
(LesActes du colloque ACFAS, May 1999).
"Plan for Canada's Capital: ASecond Century of
Vision, Planning and Development" (NCC, 1999).
4 As ofJanuary I, 200 I, a new city called "Ottawa"
will be established as a single-tier municipality. It
will amalgamate the eleven local municipalities
and the regional governement of Ottawa-Carleton
into one, and will be overseen by one mayor and
eighteen councillors.
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Planning Canberra
More
by David Gordon, MCIP

Ar FIRST GLANCE,

it is tempting to consider
Canberra and Ottawa as similar ''political capitals," to use
Peter Hall's classification. 1 They are both capitals of
Commonwealth countries and products of political
compromises in federal states. Both of them grew rapidly
after World War fl Yet a closer look at the planning of the
two cities reveals more differences than similarities.
Canadian visitors to Canberra find a city quite unlike any
in their own country.

Selecting the seat of government

;

r

<

~

'

for a country created by the confederation of independent states
is a difficult political task. The
existing cities will veto their
rivals; Boston, Philadelphia or
New York could not be approved
in the United States, and neither
Calcutta nor Mumbai (Bombay)
were acceptable in India. In
Canada, Kingston, Montreal ,
Quebec and Toronto each had a
turn before Queen Victoria chose
Ottawa as capital of the United
Canadas in 1857. Symbolic location is important: Washington is
on the border between North
and South, and New Delhi is a
central city, distant from both
Indian coasts, while the Ottawa
River divides Quebec and
Ontario.
Australia was created in 1901
without a designated seat of
government - neither Melbourne
nor Sydney was acceptable to its
counterpart. The best possible
compromise would be to place
the capital in New South Wales,
"not less than 100 miles from
Sydney." In 1908, the House of
Representatives chose the sheep
farms in Canberra.
The Australian government's initial moves resulted in a capital
quite different from Canada's
seat of government. To begin
with, Australia chose a vacant
site, while Ottawa was an established lumber town of 10,000
when it was selected in 1857.
The responsibility for developing
of the Australian capital fell
entirely upon the national government, while the local government in Ottawa had petitioned
the Queen for the benefit of the
capital.

J

Second, the Austral ian Capital
Territory (ACT) was carved out of
the state of New South Wales as
a separate district responsible to
the national government, following the example of the District of
Columbia in the United States.
Ottawa had local government
status in Ontario after 1867 and
Hull was not included in the original designation of the seat of
government.
Third , in 1912 Australia commissioned an international design
competition for a plan for its capital. By contrast, the Ottawa
townsite was laid out in 1826 by
Lieutenant-Colonel John By, the
engineer in charge of constructing the Rideau Canal. When
Ottawa was designated as the
seat of government, there was
no immediate need for a plan ,
since Barracks Hill was the obvious site for the Parliament
Buildings, and there seemed to
be plenty of Crown land available for future expansion.
Walter Burley Griffin's design for
Canberra (Figure 1) is now recognized as a classic, but it
emerged from a controversial
competition process that was
boycotted by Commonwealth
and Australian architects. 2 Griffin
was a landscape architect from
Chicago and had practised in
Frank Lloyd Wright's office. He
emigrated to Australia with his
wife, the architect Marion
Mahoney Griffin, but they had
little success implementing the
plan . World War I put most of
the work on hold, and although
Griffin was a talented designer,
he had little background or
enthusiasm for the political and
financial battles required to build
the city. His contract was not
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renewed in 1920, and when he
died in 1937 his plan for
Canberra had barely begun to be
implemented .
Canberra and Ottawa both suffered from under-funding and
neglect at the hands of their federa! sponsors. While their locations may have represented
acceptable political compromises,
they were nobody's first choice
as places to live. Legislators, journalists, cabinet members, and
even Governors-General fled for
Melbourne or Montreal as soon
as the legislature rose.
At least Ottawa was home to the
civil service, since the act designating the capital included funds
for the three parliamentary and
departmental buildings, which
opened in 1866. But the
Australian legislature and civil
service were "temporarily"
housed in Melbourne, and
showed little inclination to fund
or relocate to Canberra.
Provisional parliament buildings
were erected in 1927, but most
departments did not move until
the 1960s. The splendid new
Parliament House, designed by
Aldo Giurgola, finally opened in
1988.
Canberra had serious problems
with implementation during the
middle of the century. Political
support for more buildings evaporated in the 1930s depression ,
and the city was left with a population of 7,000, including a
small proportion of the civil service working in temporary buildings. Homes, stores and offices
were spread out over a site
intended for a city ten times the
size, as Griffin 's plan proved difficult to implement in stages .
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Punch magazine quipped :
"Londoners may be all too aware
of the disadvantages of living in
a city without a Plan , but these
cannot be compared to the rival
disadvantages of living in a Plan
without a City." 3
In the first half of the twentieth
century, while Australia struggled
to implement a single plan,
Canada was unsuccessful in acting upon a variety of plans, as
Frani; ois Lapointe and Pierre
Dube describe in their article in
this issue of Plan Canada. But the
development of both capitals
took off in the 1950s. Powerful
prime ministers - Sir Robert
Menzies and William Lyon
Mackenzie King - championed
the plans. The two countries had
parliamentary inquiries into the
slow pace of implementation ,
and coalitions for development
of the capitals crossed party lines.
Postwar economic expansion
allowed the governments to
promise sustained long-term
funding for infrastructure . Finally,
both countries created powerful
independent implementation
agencies: the National Capital
Development Commission
(NCDC) in Australia, and the
National Capital Commission
(NCC) in Canada.
In the period immediately after
the war, there were few urban
designers in Australia and
Canada. Both countries imported
leading European planners to
work with local staff. France's
Jacques Greber led the Canadian
team, while Sir William Holford
acted as a consultant to the
NCDC. Holford was Britain's preeminent urban designer in the
1950s, and was responsible for
the ill-fated Paternoster Square

redevelopment project near St.
Paul's Cathedral. He encouraged
the NCDC to implement Griffin's
plan, but to use Modern architecture. Holford designed some
fine infrastructure, including the
main bridge across the newly
created Lake Burley Griffin in the
centre of the plan . He also recommended that the new parliament buildings be located at the
edge of the lake, but this advice
was not followed . Instead, the
magnificent Parliament House
was built into the top of Capitol
Hill , thus completing Griffin's
monumental land axis from
Mount Ainslie (Figure 2).
Canberra's implementation was
otherwise completely different
from Ottawa's experience. All
land in the ACT was owned by
the national government, and the
NCDC acted as both planning
agency and developer. It operated in a manner similar to a
British "New Towns " corporation ,
but for a single industry town.
The NCDC initially built houses
and shops and leased them to
families and retailers. It soon
brought in private builders to
meet the pace of demand, since
the city's growth rate was
Australia's fastest in the 1960s
and 1970s: Canberra grew from a
scattered town of 36,000 in 1950
to a city of 227,000 in 1981 .
Griffin's original plan, superbly fitted into a bowl of hills, was built
out in the 1960s. The capital 's
urban area was expanded with a
series of new towns built in the
adjacent valleys.
With the construction of the new
Parliament House, Canberra was
fully transformed into a capital
that inspired Australian pride. It is
now the country 's largest inland
city, with a population of
325,000 spread over an area
almost as large as Sydney. Most
Canberra residents live in single
detached homes and travel by
automobile on a road system
which is a model of modern traffic engineering. In recent years,
more sustainable forms of urban
development have been consid ered, but suburban Australians
are as firmly wedded to their
houses and cars as suburban
Canadians are. 4

l
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and Ottawa
The need for the powers of the
NCDC declined as Canberra's
development stretched out into
distant suburbs. In 1988 the
Australian Capital Territory finally
got self-government, and the
NCDC was dismantled and
replaced by a smaller National
Capital Planning Authority. This
new agency has searched for a
role, and now concentrates on
the elements of Canberra that
are directly related to its symbolic
position as the national capital.
The transformation was complete
in 1996, when the ACT took
over all local land-use planning.
The NCPA's focus on the symbolic aspects of the capital is similar to the reduction in the scope
of activities of the NCC , but
without the extensive programming activity (e.g., Canada Day,
Winterlude) that takes place in
Ottawa-Hull .

Figure 2:
View to Parllament House.
Credit: 7be Australian Nationt1l capital
P/arming Authority.

To a visiting Canadian planner,
Canberra's combination of
Modern architecture and arterial
roads makes it seem somewhat
like Milton Keynes (the largest
British "new town") set in the
Australian hills. It is a low-density, auto-oriented city that
meets the planning objectives of
the 1950s, but perhaps is not a
good example of sustainable
development for the new century.
The best aspect of Canberra is its
adaptation to the landscape. On
paper, Griffin's plan seems like a
relic of the "City Beautiful" era
of grand boulevards and civic
centres, but a visit to the city
quickly changes your mind. The
central land axis and the radiating avenues focus attention on
the Parliament House, while the
lake and hill~ create a unique
landscape with a powerful sense
of place. But Canberra is a bit too

new, a bit too Modern, and a bit
too quiet. The residents of
Sydney and Melbourne make the
same kinds of jokes about it that
one heard about Ottawa in the
1970s. Canberra may need some
time to mature, to infill and to
develop a unique Australian
identity, but its development is a
landmark in twentieth century
Australian urban planning.

David Gordon visited Canberra
in 1998. A native of Ottawa, he
teaches planning at Queen's
University.

Figure I:
Griffin's 1913 Preliminary Plan for Canberra.
Credit: 7be Australian National capital Planning
Authority.

Further readings

Endnotes

Fischer, Karl F. Canberra, Myths and Models: Forces
at Work in the Fo111Jation of the Australian Capital
(Hamburg: Institute of Asian Affairs, 1984).
Harrison, Peter. Walter Burley Griffin: Landscape
Architect. Edited by Roben Freestone (Canberra:
National Library of Australia, 1995).
Wigmore, Lionel. The Long View: AHistory of
Canberra (Melbourne: Chesire Press, 1963).
Wright, Bruce. National Significance and Australia's
National Capital: APerspective From Onawa
(Canberra: National Capital Planning Authority,
1994)

I See Sir Peter Hall's article "The Changing Role of
Capital Cities" in this issue of Plan Canada.
2John W. Reps, Canberra 1912: Plans and Planners
of the Australian Capital Competition (Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, I997).
3 Cited in Peter Harrison, "... Aft Agley: The
Development of Canberra," Journal of the Town
Planning Institute 43 (no. 9) September-October
1957, p. 237.
4 Peter Newman and Jeff Kenworthy, Towards a More
Sustainable Canberra: An Assessment of
Canberra's Transpon, Energy and Land Use
(Perth, Western Australia: Murdoch University
Institute for Science Technology and Policy,
1991).
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The Canadian Capital
Cities Organization
(CCCO) is proud to
participate in this
special issue of Plan
Canada. Since 1996,
representatives of
Canada's capitals have
joined forces to tell
their story to
Canadians. This
national organization
provides a forum for
sharing experiences in
planning, building and
promoting Canada's
capitals.
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Each of Canada's capital cities
plays a unique role and reflects
the history, culture, economy,
and spirit of the people it represents. Current CCCO initiatives
include "Celebrate Canada in the
Capitals," a family exchange program that encourages Canadians
to discover the culture, heritage
and hospitality of another part of
their country. "Cyber Pal
Pursuit" invites students to visit
the Cyber Pal website (www.capcan .ca/cyberpal.html) and provides a virtual gateway to
Canada's capital cities. New programs and initiatives are communicated through Capital
Connection, the organization's
biannual newsletter.
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I would like to thank all of the
authors who took the time to
write about their capital cities.
Their contributions to Plan
Canada promote our understanding of the planning issues of
these special places.

-·-

L'Organisation des
capitales canadiennes
est fiere de participer
a ce numero special de
Plan Canada. Depuis
1996, les representants des capitales
canadiennes ont joint
leurs forces pour faire
decouvrir leur histoire
aux canadiens. Cette
organisation nationale
offre un lieu d' echange des experiences
developpees pour
planifier, edifier et
promouvoir les capitales du canada.
Chacune des capitales nationales
joue un role unique en refletant
l'histoire, la culture , l'economie
et la pensee des gens qu'elle
represente.
Parmi les recents programmes de
l'OCC ii taut noter «Fetons le
Canada dans les capitales » un
programme d'echange familial
qui encourage les canadiens
decouvrir la culture, le patrimoine et l'hospitalite d'une autre
region de leur pays.

a

A la recherche

des cybercamarades invite les jeunes visiter le
site Web des Cybercamarades
(www.capcan.ca/cybercamarades.html)
en offrant une porte virtuelle
vers les capitales nationales
canadiennes.

a

Les nouveaux programmes et
developpements sont disponibles
par l'intermediaire du bulletin
semestriel Connexion capitale.
Je desire sincerement remercier
taus Jes auteurs qui ont offert
leur temps pour ecrire sur leur
capitale nationale. Leur contribution Plan Canada eleve notre
comprehension des enjeux
exiges par ces endroits
particuliers.

a

Kathy Watson
Mairesse,
Whitehorse, Yukon

Q)

....I

Kathy Watson
Mayor,
Whitehorse, Yukon

Canadian Capital Cities Organization
L'Organisation des capitales canadiennes
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St. John's
The Atlantic Entrance
to the New World
by Ken O'Brien, MCIP
Planner,
City of St. John's

Sailing between the steep cliffs of
the Narrows on the feast day of
St. John the Baptist in 1497,
Giovanni Caboto (John Cabot)
encountered a sheltered harbour,
narrow beach, and hillside sloping upward to a high ridge. This
site became St. John's, the most
easterly city in North America.
Although St. John's began as a
fishing station, plantations were
eventually established around the
harbour. Over time, settlement
climbed the hill, but planning
was limited to the military forts
and their connecting roads.
A series of fires forced better
planning. After the Great Fire of
1892, authorities widened
streets, provided fire breaks, and
improved the water supply. St.
John's was incorporated as a
town in 1888 and raised to a city
in 1921 .
After the Second World War, in
which St. John's served as a station for the U.S. and Canadian
troops and convoys crossing the
Atlantic, the St. John's Housing
Corporation established Churchill
Park, Canada's first planned post
war suburb. In the 1950s, the
city adopted its first land-use
zoning by-law. A draft municipal
plan was prepared in 1972, but
the first adopted plan came in
1984. Today, St. John's has over
100,000 residents - roughly onethird of the province's population.

Newfoundland and
Labrador's capital
St. John's is the seat of the
provincial government.
According to certain reports, the
commanding location of
Confederation Building, up
above the old city, was chosen in
the 1950s by Joey Smallwood
himself. In 1968, using Wascana
Park in Regina as a model, the
Province established Pippy Park,
a 1,300-hectare parcel intended
as a recreational area and a land
bank for Confederation Building,
Memorial University, the Marine
Institute, and the College of the
North Atlantic.
City Hall has remained downtown; so have many federal government offices . Most offices of
the provincial government are in
Pippy Park, but construction will
soon begin on the Rooms, a
downtown facility that will combine the provincial museum,
archives, and art gallery.

Municipal government
The municipal boundary of St.
John's expanded dramatically in
1992, when the Province amalgamated the city with
Wedgewood Park, Goulds, and
extensive rural lands. This amalgamation required significant
changes to the St. John's
Municipal Plan and Development
Regulations.

However, regional government
has not been established. St.
John's participates in regional
boards overseeing water supply
and fire fighting, and accepts
waste from other municipalities
at its sanitary landfill. The debate
over whether St. John's should
be amalgamated with the City of
Mount Pearl (population 26,000)
continues.

Building on our heritage
Because of fires, harsh climate,
and demolition, few buildings in
St. John's are more than 120
years old. In 1977, activists collaborated with the Heritage
Canada Foundation to create a
heritage conservation area. The
City and other agencies are now
working on a Downtown
Strategy for Economic
Development and Heritage
Preservation. Major changes in
policies for education and health
care have resulted in vacant hospitals, schools, and churches,
some of which are heritage
buildings whose fate is uncertain.
Downtown nightlife is vibrant on
George Street, but in many cases
the style of renovations is not
suitable for the heritage area.
There is also debate over grants
or tax breaks for heritage renovations.

Downtown and harbour.
Credit: City ofSI. Johns.

Improving the
environment and
enjoying life
Clean-ups and trail-building have
become important. Conservation
groups work on the city's three
major rivers - the Waterford,
Rennie's, and the Virginia. An initiative by the Johnson Family
Foundation, involving other
organizations and the three levels
of government, has created the
Grand Concourse, a 100-kilometre network of trails which run
throughout the St. John's Urban
Region.
Environmentalists have helped
raise awareness of the importance of protecting urban rivers .
In the meantime, the rivers teem
with trout, and salmon are being
reintroduced. The City is working
with its municipal neighbours,
Mount Pearl and Paradise, on
cleaning up the sanitary sewage
that has been discharged into St.
John's harbour.

Signal Hill and the Narrows, the entrance
to St. John's harbour.
Credit: City ofSt.Johns.

A resurgent economy
The 1992 moratorium on the
northern cod fishery was a serious blow. St. John's lost its fish
processing plant, and businesses
dependent on the fishery - from
trucking to marine supplies - suffered. Thousands of Newfoundlanders left their outport homes.
Yet stability is returning, despite
certain persistent problems.
Employment is up, the offshore
oil industry has begun production , and the number of construction projects has increased .
A civic centre (the new home of
the St. John's Maple Leafs, an
American Hockey League team)
is being built downtown, new
buildings are being constructed
at the university, and many new
businesses have been set up.
Encouraged by these developments, St. John's hopes that in
the near future it will become an
oil capital and a centre for marine
design and engineering, telecommunications (an industry that will
be built on Newfoundland's pioneering work in providing education and health services to
remote areas), information technology, biotechnolo , and n
manufacturin
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Charlottetown
Canada's Birthplace
by Joan Cumming
Past Director of Heritage Programs,
Capital Commission
of Prince Edward Island

Sailing into Charlottetown's harbour in September of 1864, delegates from Upper and Lower
Canada, all of whom had invited
themselves to meetings on a proposal to unite the maritime
colonies, came to share their
vision of a great nation. John A.
Macdonald and George Etienne
Cartier hardly suspected that the
agenda they intended to pursue
in Charlottetown's legislative
building would result in the city's
unique designation as "the birthplace of Canada" - an asset
never truly exploited by the city
until the Capital Commission of
Prince Edward Island was established in 1996.

With a mandate to promote
tourism and business opportunities inspired by the "birthplace"
theme, the commission has capitalized not only on the city's historical significance but on its
waterfront setting, its heritage as
a microcosm of Canadian immigration and settlement, its cultural diversity, its unique mixture
of Georgian and Victorian architecture, and the story of its
social, religious and entrepreneurial development.
A series of fires in the nineteenth
century wiped out several
streetscapes. As a result, insurance companies and the "city
fathers" encouraged investors to
rebuild wisely by using local
brick, stone from Nova Scotia, or
red Island sandstone.
Today's solid but
intricately
dee-
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orated structures are testimonies
to the art of architects like W.C.
Harris and David Stirling. They
are a tribute to the skill of the
craftsmen who built them, and
match the quiet majesty of Isaac
Smith's beautifully designed
Province House National Historic
Site, where the 1864 conference
was held. Also in the heart of the
city is St. Dunstan's Basilica,
which dominates Great George
Street and forms part of the
National Historic District declared
there in 1993. Standing nearby,
Victoria Row becomes a peaceful
pedestrian precinct in the summer, featuring shops, boutiques,
fountains, live music, and outdoor dining. Here, as elsewhere
in Charlottetown, built heritage is
protected by elements in the City
plan, as well as by a board
which oversees renova-
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Great George Street links
Province House with Confederation Landing Park, a beautifully
landscaped waterfront recreation
area created by the
Charlottetown Area Development Corporation (CADC) from
the winning design of a national
competition. Along with a docking facility for small cruise ships,
the park features gazebos, a
memorial and interpretive panels
honouring the Fathers of
Confederation, and (as a symbolic link with the national capital) period street lamps like those
on Confederation Boulevard in
Ottawa. Next to the park is
Peake's Wharf, a cluster of old
but brightly painted warehouses
that have been converted into
boutiques and restaurants, bordered by a marina packed with
sailing craft. This area is the site
for the successful Festival of
Lights (July) and

Festival of the Fathers
(September), which the Capital
Commission operates as part of
its mandate to celebrate and
commemorate "the birthplace of
Canada."
Beginning in July 2001, a new,
state-of-the-art exhibition site,
Founders' Hall, will be located
next to Confederation Landing
Park. Annexed to the historic red
brick CN Car Shop, which the
CADC is revitalizing as a unique
retail and restaurant space,
Founders' Hall will complement
two other red Island sandstone
structures restored by CADC: the
Victorian railway station and the
"Brasshouse," which has been
successfully converted into a
Visitor Information Centre. The
Hall will use imaginative design
and the latest technology to provide visitors with the essential
elements of Canada's history,
from Confederation to the
founding of Nunavut. Its presence will offer the Capital
Commission a backdrop for its
programs and events, as well as a
permanent "home office
address" befitting its role in the
promotion of Prince Edward
Island's unique place in Canada's
history.
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Two Hundred Years
of Planning in

Fredericton
by Alex Forbes, MCIP
Assistant Director of
Development Services,
Fredericton
Fredericton, a city which now has
a population of 47,000, was
established as the capital of New
Brunswick in 1785. Because of its
location at the head of the navigable waters on the St. John
River, approximately 112 kilometres inland from the Bay of
Fundy, it was originally developed as a military stronghold.
But the British brought more
than military expertise to the
new outpost. The Royal Military
Engineers provided surveyors
who laid the town out in an
orderly fashion: there was a
detailed plan that clearly denoted
the location and status in the
community of government, military, church, and educational
institutions (see illustration
below). One of these surveyors,
a man named Dugald Campbell ,
had considerable vision: working
in the 1780s, he set aside land
along the riverfront as green
space, and established a pattern
of development based on a
street-grid . Residential blocks
were laid out, with many lots
having uniform dimensions and
setback requirements.

and Bill DeGrace
Manager, Heritage
and Cultural Affairs,
Development Services
Department,

Several unrelated occurrences
have recently provided the City
of Fredericton with a unique
opportunity to build upon the
planning legacy established by
Campbell. The first of these
involves the old railway lines in
the Fredericton area, which were
abandoned in the early 1990s
and subsequently turned into
roughly sixty-two kilometres of
walking trails. The premier portion of the trail system is the
open space set aside by
Campbell, which is known locally
as "the Green". The most significant trail connection occurred in
1997, when the federal government established a pedestrian
linkage over the St. John River by
converting a former railway
bridge.

The second occurrence has
involved a series of initiatives
aimed at recognizing
Fredericton's abundant heritage
building stock. In 1993, the federal government designated
Maryville (amalgamated by the
City) as a National Historic
District, in recognition of its status as one of Canada's most
intact nineteenth-century company towns. Maryville's inventory contains over one hundred
buildings, including a cotton mill
(which has been turned into
space for government offices), as
well as commercial, institutional,
and tenement buildings. Between
1995 and 1998, all levels of government worked together on the
restoration of Old Government
House, a splendid neo-classical
building constructed in 1826. At
the same time, the federal government helped with the ongoing restoration of Christ Church
Cathedral, which is celebrated as
one of the finest examples of
decorative Gothic architecture in
North America. Other prominent
structures in the system, conveniently linked by the trail network, are City Hall, the Military
Compound, the York County
Fourt House, and Fort

:la~::~;k.
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The third occurrence reflects the
postwar trend among cities,
including capitals, toward waterfront revitalization. With the
advent of road and rail transport,
the wharves and levees that had
been part of the city fabric disappeared, and buildings no longer
faced the river. Thus, for decades
Fredericton's riverfront was relegated to "back door" status. In
the 1980s, a four-lane arterial
roadway was constructed to provide access to a new highway
bridge. Although this initiative
left green space on both sides of
the road network, the city centre
was effectively separated from
the river's edge.
Through funds made available by
the Canada/New Brunswick
Infrastructure Program, the City
was able to solve this problem in
1998 by constructing a pedestrian bridge over the arterial
roadway. However, this initiative
had to be complemented by a
plan that addressed issues of
design and land use in the area.
The resulting Riverfront Master
Plan recognizes opportunities
present in the conservation and
interpretation of important natural habitat and

archaeological/heritage
resources, and identifies important views and vistas. Subscribing
to well-founded principles of
waterfront development - public
access, physical linkages, practical and relevant land uses, and
appropriate scale - the plan is a
fitting twenty-first-century
enhancement to the old
Campbell plan.
Finally, the City has recently prepared a Secondary Plan that
deals with the residential portion
of Campbell's original survey.
After years of applying suburban
development standards to this
area, changes are proposed so
that the pattern of development
intended in the Campbell plan
will be respected . Indeed, efforts
are underway to recognize
Campbell's contribution by erecting a plaque in his honour on
public lands set aside on the
perimeter of his original plan.
The Campbell plan provided
Fredericton with the elements
required by a provincial capital. It
articulated a carefully considered
arrangement of institutions typically found in capital cities - religious !!OJitical, legal, and (Jlilitary
- on lands:~et•asidii ftwgublic"' 1,
use. Fred~Hf{o~ '~l('~gnHn'~~
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take full advantage of this great
planning heritage.
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The Revitalization of

Halifax
by Daniel Norris, MCIP
Regional Heritage Coordinator,
Halifax
and Lori Patterson
Market Development Officer,
Halifax Tourism Culture and
Heritage

Halifax is experiencing an exciting revitalization of its downtown
core. The focus continues to be
on developing the area's unique
blend of past and present, by its
skyline dotted with elegant eigh teenth- and nineteenth-century
buildings alongside modern towers of glass and steel.
Halifax was established in 1749
by Governor Edward Cornwallis
and 2,500 settlers, on the shores
of the world's second largest natural harbour. Evidence of
Halifax 's origins as a port and
garrison city are still very much
present today, with the restored
Historic Properties on the Halifax
waterfront now featuring a mi x
of unique shops, pubs and office
space.
A new and distinctive feature of
the Halifax city-scape is the
nightly illumination of the Angus
L. Macdonald Bridge , one of two
suspension brid ges that span
Halifax Harbour. This project was
implemented as a community initiative in celebration of the 250th
anniversary of the Halifax region .
Another new landmark on the
city's waterfront is the 135,000square-foot Casino, whose architecture mimics the distinctive
Georgian domes of other Halifax
buildin gs.
In conjunction with renewed
construction along the waterfront, Halifax Regional
Municipality is examining the
opportunity to revitalize an area
adjacent to the Central Business

District (CBD) by removing an
interchange built in 1969 for a
highway that was never constructed . The objective of the
project is to explore the redev
opment potential of lands
now occ "ed by the

Cogswell Interchange, an elevated road occupying over sixteen acres of land immediately
adjacent to Downtown Halifax.
This project is bein g considered
now in order to capitalize on the
increasing value of real estate in
Halifax Regional Municipality
and Downtown Halifax . The project would be self-financing that is, the value of the
"reclaimed " land would finance
it. The work would be guided by
a municipal multi-year financial
strategy and three objectives: (1)
to capitalize on the "heated" real
estate market and revitalize
Downtown Halifax; (2) to reduce
traffic congestion and explore
new transportation options; and
(3) to remove a physical barrier
to development and improve
community connections.
Dalhousie University is an active
partner in this process of exploration. For its fall semester, the
School of Architecture there
developed a special course based
on a "design laboratory" that
would study, test and demonstrate various propositions. Led
by a team of four professors and
attracting more than forty students, the design laboratory was
invited to act as a consultant to
the staff group conducting the
exploration . Thus, with the
School of Architecture charged
with the task of demonstrating
the physical feasibility, aesthetic
impact, and benefits of removing
the interchange, the design laboratory developed three fundamentally different schemes that
integrated at-grade transportation networks, reconnected the
CB
r, and introutional,

· · fra-

structure. All three of these revitalization schemes integrate an
lntermodal Terminal into the site.
The lands therefore offer an
opportunity to recreate a link
from the CBD to the existing CN
rail lines that lie approximately
one mile north of the project site.
The integration of a light-rail or
rubber-tired public transit terminal is a central goal of future
plans for the Capital Region.

An entertainment and

tourism capital
A second and very successful initiative, one which was launched
by the Tourism, Culture and
Heritage Marketing division in
conjunction with industry partners, is a program called "Halifax
Entertainment Season." This
campaign is designed to form
links between the region's unique
attractions, and to make the
region a year-round destination
by positioning it as the "entertainment capital " of Atlantic
Canada. Halifax 's distinct blend
of past and present, combined
with its spectacular Atlantic setting, has served to establish it as
one of Canada's most popular
tourist destinations . Over the
past few summers, the number
of tourists visiting the region has
grown steadily, culminating last
year with a record number of visitors generating $566 million in
revenues and 16,300 direct and
indirect jobs in Halifax Regional
Municipality. The summer of
1999 also marked a milestone for

October. In September 1999, the
Halifax Port Authority opened a
newly renovated Cruise Pavilion
at Pier 21, in order to provide
cruise ships with attractive,
expanded facilities (including
23,000 square feet of interior
space with amenities for passengers and crew, and an exterior
marshalling area for approximately forty motor coaches) .
The Cruise Pavilion opens onto
the entrance of the recently
transformed Pier 21 Immigration
Terminal, a national historic site
which for over forty-three years
(1928-1971) served as the
"Gateway to Canada" for arriving immigrants. Pier 21 reopened last summer as a powerful testament to the contribution
of Canadian immigrants, and is
now open on a year-round basis.

natural heritage resources and
heritage cultures over the next
six years. Among the many reasons for implementing this initiative is the fact that international
tourism trends are supporting a
shift to heritage and culture.
Staff exploration of a host of
options in this area suggests that
one opportunity could provide
for the conservation and development of heritage resources in
the Halifax Regional
Municipality: "new stream
tourism." This approach seeks to
enhance heritage-based, cultural
and natural resources by working
with the more than 188 communities in the Halifax Regional
Municipality to raise the quality
of these resources to the point
that they can be offered as a part
of the tourism product sold to
citizens and tourists.

A cultural capital
A third initiative taken by the
municipality is the promotion of
the Capital Region as one of the
"cultural capitals" of North
America. The municipality is
already recognized for its rich
architectural heritage, one that
includes examples of nearly every
style and idiom from 1750 to the
postmodern period. To complement the understanding, interpretation and promotion of these
architectural resources, the
municipality is launching a program called the "New
Tourism" initiative, which
will emphasize com -

munity heritage,

The objectives here are twofold:
(1) to reinforce the value that the
communities place on heritage;
and (2) to link the same
resources to revenue-producing
streams, in order to foster selfsustainability among the groups
and communities that manage
heritage-based, cultural and natural resources.

Downtown Halliax Skyline
and Halifax Harnour,
second largest natural
harbour in the world.
Credits:P.M.
)
Pranklin/HRM 1burism.
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La capitale nationale du

Quebec

par Serge Filion, FCIP OUQ
Directeur de l'amenagement
et de !'architecture,
Commission de la capitale
nationale du Quebec

Introduction
Le Quebec a accompli un bond
prodigieux au cours des cinquante
dernieres annees dans le domaine
du developpement economique,
social et urbain. Quand j'etais
jeune, plusieurs d'entre nous
allions a la messe de minuit en
voiture a cheval avec des briques
chaudes pour se rechauffer les
pieds. Depuis lors, meme le climat
s' est rechauffe. D' une societe
traditionnelle, rurale et ecclesiale,
le Quebec d'apres-guerre est
passe resolument a l'economie de
marche, a !'industrialisation
massive et, enfin, a l'ere de la
mondialisation et des hautes technologies. Nous revons desormais
d'une insertion et d'une contribution exemplaires au developpement de la planete terre, sans
barrieres et sans limites autres que
celles qu'im osent notre savoir-

faire et notre taille relative modeste. Aussi , l'heure est au choix des
creneaux et des niches a partir
desquels nous voulons offrir notre
expertise aux autres societes
apres l'avoir solidement implantee
chez nous. Le developpement et
l'amenagement urbains de la
capitale nationale du Quebec
devront faire preuve de la meilleure fai;on de construire une ville
viable et belle aux yeux de taus
les observateurs tant au Canada
qu'a l'etranger.

Une societe distincte qui
se distingue
Pour reussir en Amerique, le
Quebec se doit d'etre different,
unique, specialise .. . Jamais ii ne
pourra reussir en etant une pale
imitation de la communaute anglophone de pres de 300 millions
de personnes qui l'environne et
avec qui ii entretient la plus grande partie de ses echanges et de
ses collabora ·

Le Quebec en Amerique, c'est la
survivance et !'emergence d'une
societe frani;aise et fiere de l'etre
en raison de sa contribution
unique a la mosa'fque des peuples
de l'Amerique. Par exemple, le
Quebec a du adopter des institutions qui lui sont propres pour
la desserte des interets de sa
population : le code civil, regime
de droit unique en Amerique.
l..'.engouement des Quebecois
pour le systeme cooperatif traduit
la volonte de se doter d'une voix
economique marquee au signe de
la solidarite devant le faible nombre et la petite importance relative
de ses grands capitalistes. Enfin,
devant une Europe qui se solidarise et s'unifie tout en sauvegardant sa diversite culturelle et
politique, le fait frani;ais en
Amerique du Nord constitue une
exception rafraTchissante face a la
menace de l'uniformite decoulant
de la puissance assimilatrice imposante des Etats-Unis. Tout cela
doit se traduire dans le paysage
du Quebec et de sa capitale
nationale. C'est a quoi s'emploie
notre jeune Commission de la
capitale nationale du Quebec et
ses partenaires. Embellir la capitale nationale. Marquer l'urbanisme
et I' architecture de la ville de
Quebec d'une specificite (label)
typique, d'un lieu d'exercice du
pouvoir en democratie parlementaire (centre des grandes institutions), ville de culture et d'obedience frani;aise d'abord et
britannique par la suite, ville patri-

moniale reconnue comme un
exemple mondial par l'Unesco
pour avoir su si bien preserver les
differentes strates de son histoire
dans son paysage urbain. Enfin,
deuxieme pole economique du
Quebec avec son grand port de
mer, ses institutions gouvernementales gerant un territoire
quatre fois plus grand que la
France, ses industries traditionnelles et son pare de haute technologie, sa cite nouvelle du multimedia au cceur du plus grand
chantier de restauration, de recyclage, de reconstruction et de
revitalisation du cadre bati d'un
quartier defavorise et abandonne:
peut-etre le plus bel exemple de
developpement urbain durable au
Canada.

Une grande porte
d'entree en Amerique
Quebec, par sa situation geographique, est avantagee par le fait
qu'elle se situe au point de rupture des eaux profondes et des
grandes marees du fleuve SaintLaurent et de son estuaire. Cet
avantage strategique lui permet
et lui permettra toujours d'accueillir les plus grands navires
transoceaniques et de transferer
leurs marchandises sur le reseau
de chemin de fer canadien ou sur
les navires interieurs de la voie
maritime internationale SaintLaurent/Grands Lacs jusqu'a
Chicago et Thunder Bay.

La rue Saint-Denis: rEurope en Amerique.
Credit: Commission de la capitale natwnale du Quebec.

Le quartier Saint-Roch

aQuebec
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La gare du Palais: Un accueil bien arrose.
Credit: Photo Marc-Andre Grenier.

Cet axe economique et strategique
regroupe une dizaine de grandes
villes d'Amerique du Nord reunies
dans un axe urbain et un reseau
de villes comptant plus de trente
millions de personnes sur une
distance relativement courte en
Amerique et conduisant a la fois
de l'Atlantique a l'Ouest canadien
et au Midwest americain. Un
avantage strategique mutuel pour
Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, Windsor, Detroit et
Chicago. Voila pourquoi l'Ordre
des urbanistes du Quebec et
l'lnstitut canadien des urbanistes
ont-ils unis leurs efforts en 1991 et
1992 pour faire la promotion du
plus grand projet structurant de
cette fin de siecle, le projet d'un
train a tres grande vitesse entre
Quebec et Chicago, via Windsor,
pour jumeler la voie maritime.
Ainsi, le Quebec, le Canada central
et le Midwest americain pourraient-ils se doter d'un axe renforce de developpement capable
de competitionner la super
constellation ou megapole multiple
de 125 millions d'habitants comprise entre Boston et Philadelphie.

Plan
La plus belle ville
d'Amerique : parce que
la plus vieilfe
Quebec et Montreal rer;oivent
ensemble a peu pres le meme
nombre de visiteurs que la Floride
(cinq et dix millions de visiteurs) :
imaginons le potentiel de l'axe
Quebec-Windsor. Les Americains
viennent y voir la plus
europeenne des villes d'Amerique
et du Canada alors que les
Europeens et les Asiatiques de
plus en plus nombreux viennent y
chercher une porte ouverte sur les
derniers grands espaces libres de
la planete. Un marche illimite et
deja en croissance exponentielle a
travers le monde.

I.es ponts de Quebec illumines: Une ode au genie
quebecois.
Credi/: Urbalum Signature lumiere
(simulation infographique).

Aussi, toutes les actions de la
Commission de la capitale
nationale du Quebec sont-elles
orientees pour amener ses
partenaires a concevoir et a
realiser des projets d'architecture,
d'urbanisme et de design urbain
capables d'embellir la ville et d'en
faire un produit touristique et un
milieu de vie recherches. Depuis
sa creation, la Commission a
realise elle-meme ou s'est associee avec des partenaires pour
realiser des projets d'embellissement de la region de la capitale
nationale conr;us au nom du
developpement urbain durable et
de la qualite de vie en ville.

Les principaux projets d'amenagement relies a la fonction de
capitale nationale se declinent de
la far;on suivante :
• embellissement des lieux
d'exercice du pouvoir;
• pares, jardins, plantations
d'alignement;
• restauration et recyclage de
batiments prestigieux ou tout
simplement faisant partie d'un
ensemble urbain remarquable;
• mise en lumiere de batiments
reperes, de grands ouvrages de
genie civil OU d'elements
naturels caracteristiques de la
geographie de Quebec;
• requalification et non seulement
refection des infrastructures de
rues, de boulevards et
d 'autoroutes;
• rehabilitations paysageres des
parcours d'acces a la colline
Parlementaire.
• multiplication des acces publics
au fleuve Saint-Laurent et
protection des espaces verts les
plus remarquables;
• rehabilitation des zones residentielles deteriorees de la colline
Parlementaire en maintenant
leur acces a des populations a
revenus modestes ou moyens;
• en un mot : parachevement de
la colline Parlementaire selon les
regles de l'art de l'urbanisme
contemporain pour en faire un
quartier urbain complet, viable
et pouvant servir d'exemple.

Un leadership
tranquille mais efficace
La Commission a du pour
poursuivre son action et atteindre
les resultats escomptes a tres
court terme, jouer la carte de la
cooperation et du partenariat.
Afin d'eviter de froisser les susceptibilites des ministeres et des
organismes sectoriels du
gouvernement du Quebec qu'elle
conviait a une action concertee
decoulant de sa vision et de son
plan directeur, la Commission de
la capitale nationale du Quebec
se devait de rechercher !'adhesion
non la coercition. II en est de
meme avec les acteurs legitimes
du decentralise comme la
Communaute urbaine, !es municipalites regionales de comte et

les municipalites. Proposer,
expliquer, rallier et aider : voila la
seule methode applicable a
l'interieur de notre politique
actuelle. La signature d'entente
vient parapher ces volontes communes et permettre a la
Commission de participer financierement au x projets d'amenagements urbains qui s'inscrivent
resolument dans son plan
d'embellissement de la capitale.
A long terme, cette nouvelle
complicite des acteurs autour
d'un projet de ville risque d'en
garantir la realisation en raison
des engagements consentis par
tous les partenaires. Une ville
plus belle, plus compacte, plus
dense, plus verte, plus conviviale
constitue un exemple du type
d'urbanisme et d' architecture
qu 'un gouvernement privilegie et
desire voir se repandre a travers
tout le Quebec. Une far;on
sympathique de gouverner bien
que tres difficile d'application.

Conclusion : Une
responsabilite
considerable
On a vu par le passe que les
politiques de renovations urbaines
(demolitions et reconstructions)
ont cree des cicatrices qu'il aura
fallu trente ans a reparer, et
encore.
Recevoir un heritage collectif
aussi precieux qu 'une ville entiere,
un paysage tisse a la sueur des
generations precedentes pose un
defi extraordinaire aux urbanistes
et aux administrateurs elus.
Proteger !es acquis, reparer les
erreurs, embellir le paysage,
rentabiliser les services et les
infrastructures, rendre l'agglomeration plus competitive sur les
marches internationaux, temoigner de la culture d'un peuple,
d'une communaute tout entiere,
voila les valeurs et les orientations
qui devraient toujours presider a
nos choi x. Pour cela notre vision
doit etre assez claire pour etre
comprise et partagee par
!'ensemble de la population .

Commission de

la capitale
nationale
du Quebec::

Bien presente
rour enrichir
notre heritage

Edifice Hector-Fabre
525 , boulevard Rene-Levesque Est, RC
Quebec (Quebec) GI R 5S9
Telephone : (418) 528.0773
www.capitale.gouv.qc.ca
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Toronto
Evolving Capital of Ontario
by Robert Glover
Director of Urban Design,
City of Toronto

Although Toronto is the capital of
Ontario, the provincial government is a relatively small component in the diversified economic
base of Canada's largest city. Yet,
a nineteenth-century decision to
move the legislative assembly
from downtown to the University
of Toronto's lands gave the government a prominent site in the
framework of the city's urban
design . The legislature now sits
at the head of University Avenue
in Queen's Park, the largest open
space in the downtown area.
The early twentieth century saw
several tentative efforts to redevelop University Avenue in the
"City Beautiful" style, resulting in
an awkward connection to Front
Street. Early planning regulations
discouraged retail and signage,
and encouraged offices and institutions on University Avenue to
provide a dignified approach to
Queen's Park. As a result, commercial activity remained on
Yonge Street, and the financial
core grew at King and Bay, while
University Avenue has generally
been somewhat staid.
The University of Toronto and its
teaching hospitals have
expanded to surround Queen 's
Park, forcing the provincial government to squeeze its offices
into large buildings in a corridor
from the legislature building east
to Bay Street. The government
acquired most of the land southeast of the Bay/Wellesley intersection for further expansion, but
the parcels remained in interim
uses during the 1970s and
1980s. Some provincial offices
were moved to Kingston, Sault
Ste. Marie and Thunder Bay as
part of a process of decentralization, while other ministries leased
space in private office buildings
in the mid-town area. The
provincial government began to
plan for the disposition of its surplus lands in the late 1980s. After
much negotiation with the City
of Toronto and community

groups, a plan was approved for
an opera-ballet house, a market,
social housing, offices and retail
along Bay Street. The opera-ballet house was later dropped, but
some of the housing and retail
was built in the 1990s.
Decentralization and downsizing
have resulted in planning and
urban design problems related to
the consolidation, rather than the
expansion, of the provincial government's presence in Toronto.
The most recent initiative for the
area was the University of
Toronto Part II plan, which provided for expansion and infill of
the university, but did not deal
with provincial lands.

fuW]l
The symbolic importance of
Ontario's seat of government will
remain as a result of the legislature's site, but the relative economic importance of the provincial government to the City of
Toronto may continue to decline
with the recent amalgamation of
six local governments into one
city with a population of over
two million.
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Capitalizing on Provincial Capital
Status: A Novel Strategy for

Winnipeg
by Ian Wight, PhD MCIP

There are some provincial capitals in Canada where capital status really counts and really seems
to benefit the city in question, as
is perhaps the case in places like
Victoria, Quebec City and
Regina. But there are others perhaps Toronto, Halifax, and St.
John's, for example - where capital status hardly registers on their
political and economic "screens."
Winnipeg is clearly in the latter
category, with no "perhaps"
about it!

I
I.

This may have been natural and
understandable in Winnipeg's
early decades, when it enjoyed
unequalled growth as a provincial centre, when it was expected
to become the "Chicago of the
North," when Manitoba was
touted as a future rival of
Ontario. But it makes absolutely
no sense today. Winnipeg is now
more like a "have-not" city in a
"have-not" province, scrambling
desperately just to maintain its
current, rather "flat" population
trend, and to exorcise the spectre
of becoming the first "Detroit of
the North ." Its star has been in
decline for most of the twentieth
century. Other centres farther
west have steadily eroded
Winnipeg's initially expansive
hinterland; Calgary, in particular,
has eclipsed Winnipeg as the
dominant commercial metropolis
of the Prairies. The city has
steadily slipped in rank, from
third largest Canadian city in the
early twentieth century to eighth
largest today. The effective "hinterland" of Winnipeg is now
much smaller - perhaps only a
fraction of the current "keystone
province" of Manitoba, focused
on the area defined by the initial
tiny "postage stamp" form of
the province.
There is remarkably little of substance to say about Winnipeg as
a provincial capital. And, surprising as it may seem, actually capitalizing on its status as a provincial capital would be an

absolutely novel strategy for
Winnipeg. While being a provincial capital may not have been
important to the City in the past,
making something more of this
status as part of a "post-modernization" of the provincial/municipal machinery could be a big part
of Winnipeg's future. It is perhaps time for Winnipegers to
acknowledge their diminished
influence as a continental
metropolis, and to pay much
more attention to their very
"provincial" context. From a
planning perspective, the major
problems currently facing
Winnipeg are occurring at both
its flanks and its core. If
Winnipeg could re-conceive itself
as "Metro-Manitoba" (the
metropolis that "caps"
Manitoba) and re-situate its core
as the provincial "Capitol
District" (as Manitoba's "downtown"), these two problem-sets
might begin to be resolved.
The problem at the city's flanks
has been approached lately
through efforts - led by the
Province, tolerated by the City to develop and apply a Capital
Region Strategy. The exercise has
succeeded mostly in demonstrating how small to negligible the
constituency is for the notion of
a "Capital Region." A political
stalemate seems to have been
the main outcome, with intermunicipal competition crowding
out the case for the intraregional collaboration that might
better serve the larger provincial
interest.
The problems in the city's core
have been approached lately
through tri-partite inter-governmental extravaganzas (e.g., the
Core Area Initiatives and the
Winnipeg Development
Agreement). These seem to have
succeeded mainly in demonstrating the apparently chronic nature
of the underlying problems,
while helping to entrench the
poor perception that those in the
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suburbs have of the city's core. In
the meantime, downtown fights
for it life - down perhaps, but
not out - as long as it can attract
more fans and a wealthier
(provincial) patron. If the downtown area goes down, the city
can't be far behind; and if the
city proper declines further, the
province will not be far behind.
What to do?
Whereas many provincial capitals
are distinct minorities in their
provincial contexts, in virtually all
re·spects (except geographic area)
"Winnipeg" is, in effect, approximately two-thirds of "Manitoba"
- and this characterization is
even more pronounced if
Winnipeg is conceived in cityregion or metropolitan terms.
Indeed, it is the only metropolitan area in the province, easily
meriting characterization as
"Metro-Manitoba," with all the
"sub-province" attributes that
this might imply. Continuing this
"re-constituting" line of thinking,
Metro-Manitoba can be seen to
be strongly differentiated from
the two other "sub-provinces":
the mainly rural, agricultural and
southern "Agro-Manitoba," and
the largely aboriginal and very
northern "Abo-Manitoba."
The existing structure and form
of Manitoba are now almost
ninety years out of date, and are
overdue for a complete makeover. The City of Winnipeg could
lead the charge, as part of a concerted post-modernization effort
that would also necessarily entail
re-inventing itself according to a
"closer-to-the-citizenry" neighbourhood-based system of governance. And the make-over
could be rationalized by the fact
that for most Manitobans (the
residents of the current Capital
Region) the most redundant current level of government is the
provincial one as presently constituted.
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Metro-Manitoba has the makings of the province's major
citistate, a sub-province specializing in meeting Manitoba's metropolitan integration and global
outreach needs - a position
which best corresponds to what
might be a better postmodern
interpretation of a capital. The
old inaugural "postage stamp
province" boundaries could be
revived as an interim boundary.
The existing municipalities,
including - especially - the City
of Winnipeg, could be reconstructed, from above, into neighbourhoods and districts based on
existing more localized allegiances (re-constituted as "convivialities," to succeed the current municipalities). Such a shift
might unleash the pent-up
energy of citizens, who have
been relegated to the role of customers and taxpayers under the
current system, and usher in a
new era driven by community
civics rather than by corporate
economics. This re-structuring
would do much to dissolve the
current problems experienced on
the flanks of the City of
Winnipeg. And it would be
Metro-Manitoba that would
"cap" the province under this
scenario - but what would "cap"
it?
At the centre of Metro-Manitoba
would be a district, located in the
current downtown and legislature area, that would explicitly
belong to everyone, whether
Metro-, Agro- or AboManitoban. This could be conceived as a Capitol District similar
to the District of Columbia in the
U.S., where the higher-level service expectations and needs of all
Manitobans could be met, drawing on the resources of all
Manitobans for its maintenance
and development. The vision is
one of a Manitoba Capitol
Authority operating at the heart
of the current City of Winnipeg,
maintaining assets that serve the
whole province and that cannot

logically or efficiently be located
elsewhere. This structure would
do much to dissolve the problems currently being experienced
at the core of the City of
Winnipeg.
Though Winnipeg is not at all
notable as a provincial capital, it
may actually be well-placed to
lead a post-modernization of the
very concept of a "provincial
capital." The present analysis
may also apply to other cities,
such as Toronto or Halifax, where
provincial capital status has never
figured prominently. A group of
notable Torontonians has been
working on a "Charter for
Toronto" that would give the city
greater autonomy from Ontario,
and some Cape Breton folks have
shown an inclination to "do a
P.E.1." Could Montreal, or
Vancouver Island, or many more
city-regions or sub -provinces, be
far behind such examples should they gain some momentum?
Perhaps a round of "subprovince-building," one in keeping with the metropolitan and
regional realities of the twentyfirst century, should be addressed
by a new generation of cityregion-planners. Such a new
provincialism, powering a new
"provincialization" of Canada,
could stave off what is possibly
more likely at present, namely its
Americanization. The Winnipegs
of Canada cannot afford to be
too complacent about re-thinking and re-positioning themselves to "capitalize" their situations by aiming for a more
province-like status, in a more
jurisdictionally-diversified
Confederated Citistates of
Canada. As with the best "capital" investments, it could be very
much in their "interest."

_,,.
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Regina
Division and Reintegration
by Barry Braitman, MCIP
Assistant Manager,
Planning Division,
City of Regina

Regina was born to be a capital.
From its inception, it was
intended as the seat of government in the region : first the capital of the Northwest Territories,
and later, when Saskatchewan
was formed in 1905, the capital
of the province . Before 1882, the
town-site existed only as a mark
on maps in the offices of the
Dominion Government in
Ottawa and the Canadian Pacific
Railway, showing where the new
capital city would be located.
There was no established community, no market town or port
that was selected to become a
capital city. Regina was an unsettled spot on the prairie , a place
on the bank of the intermittent
Pile of Bones Creek which ran
through the semi-arid grassland
of the central plains.
All that changed in 1882, when
the Canadian Pacific Railway
(CPR) was built through the area.
Until then , the capital of the
Northwest Territories had been
the Battlefords, an important furtrading town in the valley of the
North Saskatchewan River, along
the proposed route of the
transcontinental railway. But the
CPR was subsequently routed far
to the south, possibly in order to
challenge competition from
American railways . Planners of
the CPR certainly also noticed
that a southern route would
drive the line through territories
that had no settlers, so that the
railway would "create its own
traffic and avoid potential difficulties with established business
interests, especially real estate
interests." 1 It must be remembered that the Dominion
Government granted the CPR
substantial tracts of land along
the line, a transfer that gave the
railway virtual ownership of
many towns, including the town
of Regina, which the CPR would
eventually make possible. This
may have been the deciding factor in determining the location of
Regina.

Separation of capital
and city
Given this beginning, it would
have been possible to plan
Regina from the ground up to
function as a government centre.
All of the features required by a
capital could have been devised
with excellence: legislative and
government office buildings;
symbolic structures to inspire residents and impress visiting dignitaries; and facilities to accommodate ceremonial functions . But
planning was not the major consideration of the principals
involved - control of the land for
sale was. The CPR determined
the location of the town centre
according to the location of their
station, thus placing it on land
they controlled, three miles away
from the location that the
Dominion Government had chosen for the territorial administration building, Government
House, and RCMP station . This
separation of downtown and
government centre persists to
this day.
Consequently, far from fulfilling
the potential for a well planned
capital, "the queer community
straggled for two and a half miles
across the prairie, the various
clusters of official buildings
standing like islands in the prairie
sea. In all the wheeling and dealing over land profits, no public or
corporate leader ever bothered
to consider the interests of the
settlers, who had an awkward
town plan imposed on them by
men from eastern Canada, few
of whom had any intention of
making Regina their home. " 2

a change of heart, Council
offered to donate Wascana Park
instead. Premier Walter Scott
declined the offer but suggested
that the park land on both sides
of the reservoir be developed as
a single entity. This proposal was
accepted . " 3
In this way, the pattern was set
for the creation of separate districts for the government administration and the commercial core
of the city.

Planning to integrate
capital and city

Downtown Regina developed
where the CPR Station was
localed ( foreground) and
maintains its separation from
the government centre "across
the pond" in Wascana
(background)
Credit: /he City of Regina
Public Affairs Division.

Development of the
government centre
In 1906, the provincial government began to examine sites for
an impressive new legislative
building. Here was an opportunity to integrate the capital function into the growing city.
Candidate sites included Victoria
Square in the downtown, and a
forty-acre stretch located
between the southern limits of
the city and the lake, which the
City had just obtained in an
exchange with the federal government, and which came to be
known as Wascana Park .
However, another site was eventually chosen, one that was further from the townsite than
either of the other two, laying as
it did across the lake from
Wascana Park. As historian J.
William Brennan explains,
"Critics, particularly Regina's City
Council , argued that the site was
too far from the downtown business district (indeed it was then
outside the incorporated limits of
the city) . In the hope of inducing
April-May-June 2000, Vol. 40, N° 3

By 1912 , the City was concerned
about the chaotic and ad hoc
growth that was occurring. City
Council subsequently engaged
the services of Thomas Mawson,
who, in 1914, produced the first
plan for Regina. One significant
legacy of Mawson's plan was the
development of a park around
Wascana Lake, which later
became Wascana Centre.
Mawson set out to establish a
plan that would fulfill the
"dreams for a Capital, at once
efficient, commanding and beautiful. " 4 Regina's role as the capital was a defining element of his
vision, for in his eyes it was "no
ordinary city, such as men talk of
every day of the year. It is set
apart as the Capital of a leading
and growing Province, and as a
Capital , in a position to influence
the development of all the other
cities in the Province ... It is, in
the first place, your business and
privilege to set an example to
your province. " 5
Mawson emphasized the integration of functions of a capital city
into a cohesive plan, in which
each element had an appropriate
location. The challenge was "to
take all these differing but necessary components of your city and
so merge and weld them
together that every part shall
have its proper connection with

Plan

every other part." 6 He saw the
government area as being
focused on the legislative
grounds with ample room for
expansion. Yet, a key element in
his plan - one which was never
successfully implemented - was
the connection of the government centre in Wascana to the
downtown core along a street
aligned with the dome of the
legislative building. Although this
street exists, it is a minor thoroughfare that is largely residential, and far from being the
prominent civic axis imagined by
Mawson.

Separate administrations
for capital and city

I

I

With Wascana established as the
government area, subsequent
plans quickly moved on to more
mundane considerations of housing, transportation and industrial
and commercial development. In
1961, a partnership between the
Province, the City and the university formed the Wascana
Centre Authority (WCA), a body
that has undertaken extensive
planning for the huge area which
comprises the Centre and incorporates the parks surrounding
the lake, university campuses,
and legislative grounds into a
capital showcase. The role of the
WCA is to develop facilities for
government, education, culture,
and recreation . Yet, despite its
successes, it is not without its
critics, including those who
believe that government offices
and major cultural facilities such
as concert halls and art galleries
should be located in the core.
Mawson's vision of a street-axis
linking Wascana to the downtown has never been realized,
nor has any successor taken its
place.

Wascana, but it does not
endeavour a comprehensive plan
for the functioning of Regina as
the capital city. Such planning
could be undertaken by the city,
but planning for the capital role
has been largely relegated to the
WCA. Still, there has recently
been some support in city planning for a return to the vision of
Mawson, in order to incorporate
Regina's role as a capital city into
the comprehensive city plan.

On another front, activities
involving arts, culture and entertainment are important to a community from the perspective of
development - not only in the
creation of a self-image and a
sense of place for residents, but
also in the establishment of an
image to present to the region,
the province, and ultimately the
rest of the world. Such activities

New initiatives to
integrate planning for
capital ancl city
The City is undertaking a review
of its development plan and is
considering new initiatives to
integrate the functions of the
capital into the overall growth of
the city. Its objective is to
enhance Regina's role as the
provincial capital and leading
regional centre.
Among these initiatives is one
involving the RCMP, which functions as a major national symbol
and attracts tourists to Regina.
New policies have been proposed
to benefit both the RCMP and
the city by increasing the visibility
of the force, using its presence to
promote tourism and civic identity, and reinforcing understanding of the role played by Regina
and the RCMP in the history of
Western Canada.

The RCMP has been an
important part of Regina since
its days as the Capital of the
Northwest Territories. Here,
cadets parade past the RCMP
chapel, the oldest building in
Regina.
Credit: the City ofRegina
Public Affairs Division.

have important implications for
the overall quality of life enjoyed
by Regina's residents, and affect
its attractiveness and the resulting growth of its population.
Moreover, they help identify the
city as a tourist destination, and
promote facilities such as public
spaces and hotels. The Regina
Development Plan currently designates the downtown as the
principal location for major arts,
culture and entertainment activities. This policy does not adequately acknowledge the major
cultural institutions located outside the downtown - particularly
those in Wascana Centre.
The newly proposed policies
would establish a corridor that
integrates most of the facilities
devoted to the arts, culture and
entertainment, into a cohesive
entity which is easy to identify. It
would provide an area where
public resources can be invested
to create public spaces which

The Wascana Centre Master Plan
recognizes the links between the
larger city and the functions of
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showcase venues for art, culture
and entertainment. It would also
connect the Centre of the Arts
and other cultural facilities in
Wascana Centre with the major
downtown hotels and casino,
thus forging a stronger link
between the government centre
and the town centre.

l

J William Brennan, "Business-Government Cooperation in Townsite Promotion in Regina and
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Moose Jaw, 1882-1903," in Town and City:
Aspects o/Western Canadian Urban
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Edmonton
Doing Things Right
by Bruce Duncan
General Manager,
City of Edmonton

Winner of the Canadian Institute
of Planners' national award for
planning excellence in 1999, Plan
Edmonton is a ten-year municipal
development plan that addresses
projected urban growth, land
use, infrastructure and economic
development. It is a comprehensive, strategic plan that was initiated by Edmonton's City Council
to improve planning, management, decision-making and operational processes. It also establishes a new approach to intermunicipal planning in the
Edmonton Capital Region .

was approved. During the ten
previous years, only two housing
projects of sixty-four units were
built downtown. By next year,
the program should reach its goal
of allowing 2,000 new residents
to live downtown .

Rendering a new 174-unit residential building in
downtown Edmonton.

In June of 1999, City Council
approved the corporation's firstever three-year Corporate
Business Plan, based on the priorities and strategies approved in
Plan Edmonton. The Senior
Management Team established a
process to set priorities and
schedule the implementation of
the plan 's strategies. Long-range
business planning helps municipal administrations anticipate
trends, service demands, and
necessary changes in corporate
direction. Plan Edmonton will be
implemented through the City's
corporate and departmental business plans, thus guiding
Edmonton's growth and development into the twenty-first century.

Living and working
downtown
The driving force behind
Edmonton's new Capital City
Downtown Plan was the desire
for a practical plan. Prepared by
a partnership between the City
of Edmonton 's Planning and
Development Department and
downtown business and community leaders, the plan is focused
on small-scale pedestrian amenities, convenient and inexpensive
parking, street-oriented retail
activity, and growth of the resident population - all of which
can

Credit: the Cburbi/1 Retirement Community.

make a downtown area comfortable, safe, and welcoming.
Downtown is bouncing back
from its mid-90s slump, thanks in
part to the plan's five-year strategy. More than $370 million
worth of private sector projects
have been announced since
Council approved the plan in
April 1997. The office vacancy
rate is dropping, and for the first
time in almost ten years the
number of downtown businesses
is above 2,500.
One important element of the
Capital City Downtown Plan is
the Downtown Housing
Reinvestment Program , a simple
but effective program whereby
the City provided a $4,500 grant
for the first 1,000 new housing
units built in the downtown. The
program applied to new housing
projects, as well as to conversions
of existing buildings into residences. The City's initial investment in grant money will be
recouped within five to seven
years through increased property
tax revenue .
The response to the Downtown
Housing Reinvestment Grant
Program has been remarkable.
Seven hundred new residential
units have been built or are
under construction since the plan

The drastic federal and provincial
budget cuts of the 1990s, and
the resulting cuts to government
grants, removed about $40 million a year from City coffers. In
addition, these cuts resulted in
the loss of numerous federal and
provincial jobs, many of which
were located in the downtown of
Alberta's capital city. Recent
downtown development is a welcome boost to the area's valuable
tax base.
The plan's strategic approach
was neighbourhood-based,
focused on human -scale solu tions, and driven by a combination of implementation and
effective communication. The
solutions are bold: a housing
reinvestment program, a welcoming parking environment, the
conversion of one-way streets
into two-way streets, a program
for street-oriented retail, another
program for art and design in
public places, light-rail transit
corridor preservation, river's edge
park planning, and simplified
zoning.

Public/private costsharing
Edmonton has forged a number
of partnerships to improve the
quality of urban design in the
city. The Fourth Street
Promenade in the downtown
was completed through a partnership between the Downtown
Business Association, business
owners, the Planning and
Development department, and
the Transportation and Streets
department. Improvements
include more parallel parking for
customers, widened sidewalks,
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Proposed physical
improvemen~ Capital City
Downtown Plan, Capital City
Precinct, Edmonton, Alberta.

additional trees, and decorative
entrances. Adjacent property
owners paid $1 .76 million of the
total $2.7 million cost.

Capital city precinct
The Alberta Legislature Building
and its grounds are the focus of a
part of the Downtown Plan
called the "Capital City
Precinct." The plan describes
nine specific physical alterations
to the area, all of which are
designed to improve access to
the area by increasing recreation
opportunities, providing linkages
with the adjacent North
Saskatchewan River valley trail
system, and developing pedestrian/bicycle paths. The pedestrian environment will be
upgraded by enhancing boulevard landscaping, creating a connection to the Heritage Trail, and
implementing an urban design
plan for the roadway that links
this precinct to the nearby Grant
MacEwan College. Work on
these projects is expected to
begin this fall.
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City of&imon/011.
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British Columbia's Provincial
Capital Commission: Its Role
in Shaping the Image of

Victoria
by Dave Morris
Manager of Planning and Projects,
Provincial Capital Commission,
British Columbia

Established in 1956 and given
additional powers in 1979, the
Provincial Capital Commission is
a government agency responsible
for enhancing British Columbia's
capital for the benefit of visitors
and the people of the province . It
is a Crown corporation with fourteen volunteer board members,
eight of whom are appointed by
order in council, and the remaining six by the four core municipalities of the Capital Region.

commission. The remaining parcel is owned by the City of
Victoria. Over the past twentyfive years there have been
numerous attempts to develop
these lands, but all of them have
failed, mainly because of citizen
opposition, changes in government policy, or lack of financing.
The commission is undertaking
the redevelopment of the
Belleville Street marine terminal,
which serves a car ferry and passenger-only ferries from
Washington State. The old terminal needs to be replaced, not
only to improve passenger flow
and vehicle handling, but to
allow for improvement of the
streetscape and to provide a terminal building that is compatible
with its impressive surroundings.

The commission has a broad
mandate but limited powers. It
functions within the Capital
Region, which has fourteen
municipal governments, one
regional government, and a significant federal and provincial
presence.

Partnerships and land
ownership

Victoria's Inner Harbour

Provincial capital Commission 8.C.

Partnerships are essential to the
commission's success. Because it
receives independent funding, it
is able to offer grants to local
governments and others in order
to share the costs of providing
amenities and services to
enhance the capital. Moreover, it
is actively involved in the Capital
Region through its properties and
the programs conducted on
them.

i
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The commission owns four kinds
of land: net revenue generators,
break-even properties, parks, and
land retained in its natural state.
Revenues generated from its
properties around the Victoria
Inner Harbour, including two
harbour-side parking lots, the
Victoria Tourist Information
Centre, the former Canadian
Pacific Steamship building, and
the Belleville terminal, provide
funds for its operations. The revenues also support the Crystal
Garden Conservation Centre, as
well as the St. Ann's Academy
Chapel and grounds . In turn,
these heritage properties generate revenues from rents and

rentals, but not enough to make
them self-supporting. The commission owns and maintains two
public parks on the Victoria
waterfront, and has forty-nine
undeveloped parcels of land
along the Trans-Canada
Highway, some of which are part
of regional and local parks.
The commission's capacity to
influence the physical image of
the capital stems from several
sources: the land it owns around
the inner harbour; its jurisdiction
over works built on provincial
Crown land in the region; its
stewardship of heritage properties; and its "Beautification
Grants" and "Greenways
Grants" programs, which contribute to the development of a
region-wide system of greenways.

Land development
around the Inner
Harbour
There are four underdeveloped
properties on the Inner Harbour,
three of which are owned by the
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The commission and the City of
Victoria have also been exploring
the redevelopment of their lands
on the north side of the harbour.
Development is complicated by
the fact that, in their underdeveloped state, these properties
allow unobstructed views of the
harbour. Concerns about view
protection concerns effectively
limit the height of buildings on
these sites to two storeys, making economic development
extremely difficult.

Design approval of
provmcially funded
projects
Statutory design approval of
developments on provincial
Crown land in the Capital Region
has been of limited use to the
commission, principally because
there have been very few provincial government buildings built in
the capital over the past twenty
years. This authority, nevertheless, extends to highway structures, where the commission has
had considerable success in
ensuring the superior design of
overpass structures and highway
landscaping.
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Canadian Pacific Terminal

Stewardship of heritage
properties

Provincial Capital Commission B.C. / Credit: 7bny Hee/ey

The commission's stewardship of
heritage properties such as the
Crystal Garden, St. Ann's
Academy, and the Canadian
Pacific Steamships Building, has
allowed it to be seen as a leader
in the restoration, adaptive reuse, and maintenance of heritage
buildings and their grounds.

For its part, the Greenways Grant
Program has helped develop the
principal elements of a regionwide greenways system . The
Galloping Goose Trail now joins
the Sooke Hills to the District of
Saanich. The Lochside Trail,
which will extend this route
north to Swartz Bay, will be virtually complete by late 2000,
resulting in a trail roughly sixty
kilometres long. The Greenways
Grant Program also encourages
the development of subsidiary
trail links, and seeks to have the
entire Capital Region served by a
network of multi-use trails and
greenways. This program promotes "voluntary private land
stewardship" and assists in the
conservation of natural areas.

Grant programs
The commission's "Beautification
Grants" and "Greenways
Grants" programs provide the
opportunity to influence the
development of community
infrastructure. The Beautification
Grant Program has yielded some
of the region's most highly
regarded facilities, including the
Inner Harbour Causeway, the
Gorge Waterway improvements,
and the Westsong Way waterfront walkway linking Victoria
and Esquimalt.

The Provincial Capital
Commission has limited authority, but it uses the tools that it
has - including grant programs,
land ownership, and the fostering of partnerships - to reinforce
and shape the image of the capital of British Columbia.
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Yellowknife
Diamond Capital of North America
by Jamie Smyth
Economic Development Officer,
City of Yellowknife

The city that gold built in the
1930s and 40s has traded up to
diamonds. Yellowknife is riding
high on the glittering stones,
with one diamond mine operating some 200 kilometres north,
and another one on the way.
Now officially declared
"Diamond Capital of North
America," the city sees a future
steeped in diamond exploration,
mine development, education
and training, cutting, polishing,
jewellery manufacturing, retailing, marketing and sales.

A ~olden history, a
brilliant future
In 1936, exploration for gold
around Yellowknife escalated
dramatically. The town began to
grow rapidly, so that by 1947,
with two gold mines operating
on the outskirts, the stage was
set for its future . Yellowknife
became the capital of the
Northwest Territories in 1967,
and in 1970 was officially proclaimed a city. City status marked
the beginning of a transition
which continues to this day, from
a frontier mining town to a
growing city at the edge of the
Arctic, where there are both
internal and external pressures to
protect the environment and

individual rights. Through the
1970s and 80s, buoyed by a stable gold mining industry and an
expanding government, and isolated from southern economic
downturns, Yellowknife experienced economic prosperity. But
the early 1990s heralded the first
economic shake-ups. These were
caused by several factors: the
creation of the new territory of
Nunavut, and the resulting division of resources and jobs; the
downsizing of government and
fluctuations in the world's gold
prices; and the depletion of mineral resource reserves. As a result,
a significant number of high-paying primary jobs were lost.
Dependence on gold and government has decreased, and the
diamond mines and related
industries have provided a muchneeded replacement. The growth
of the Internet and the advent of
chain stores have meant that
local businesses are no longer
isolated from the rest of the
world. The economy is much
more diversified. As the only city
in the Northwest Territories ,
Yellowknife is the centre for mining, transportation, commerce,
communications, and administration.

A capital tourist
destination
Set on the granite shores of one
of the world's largest pristine
lakes, Yellowknife has developed
into a major tourist destination.
For example, every year between
November and April the fiery
northern lights attract over 7,000
Japanese visitors. This influ x has
prompted local tourism industries
to expand their infrastructure
and carrying capacity.
Yellowknife now offers tourists
everything from the quaint eateries and boat rentals available in
its historic "Old Town," to the
modern shops, restaurants,
museums and services of its
"New Town ."

The rehabilitation and
beautification of Franklin
Avenue
This spring the city will complete
a two-year rehabilitation of
Franklin Avenue in the central
business district. Work to date
has included replacing the roadway, planting trees, widening
sidewalks, installing fire hydrants,
street lights and traffic lights, and

upgrading some water/sewer

ters,
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information kiosks will provide
the finishing touches. When the
work is complete, Yellowknife
will be one step closer to a
downtown core that will make all
of its residents proud .

The challenges of a
growing population
The Northwest Territories Bureau
of Statistics projects that by the
year 2020 the population of
Yellowknife will be close to
26,000. Based on the assumption
that an average household will
consist of three people, 2,833
new households will be required
in the next twenty years.
Although Yellowknife has
become more organized, with
distinct commercial and residential areas, it will still face planning
challenges as residential, industrial and commercial areas begin
to encroach on one another.
These challenges will be
addressed by a twenty-year capital plan that has recently been
developed.

Great Slave Lake
waterfront management
plan
The Great Slave Lake shoreline
within the boundaries of the City
played, and
y, a strong
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role in the economic and social
well-being of the city. There is an
increasing need to recognize
changes in the use of water.
Thus, the city has drafted a
waterfront management plan.
This plan was reviewed in March
and became the focus of workshops in early April , and was
then rewritten and presented to
committee for approval.
Throughout the summer the plan
will be implemented, monitored
and evaluated . Consideration will
also be given to preparing the
2001 budget for waterfrontrelated proposals.
For information on doing business, living, and working in
Yellowknife,
phone (867) 920-5660,
or fax us at (867) 920-5649.
You can also visit our website at:
city.yellowknife.nt.ca or e-mail us
at: ed@city.yellowknife .nt.ca
For information on visiting
Yellowknife, contact the
Northern Frontier Visitors
Association at their toll-free
phone number:
1-877-881-4262 .
Or visit the following website:
www.northernfrontier.com/plan

Miners at Con Mine,
Yellowkn~e. 1940
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Whitehorse
The Yukon River Corridor Plan
by Lesley Cabott
Manager of Planning,
City of Whitehorse

The Yukon River is one of the
great rivers of the world. A sixmile stretch of it known as the
Whitehorse Rapids gave our city
its name. Today, the river is both
a source of power and a recreational playground, and so we
have become increasingly aware
of our responsibility to safeguard
it as the dominant feature of the
Yukon River Corridor.
In late 1998, the Council of the
City of Whitehorse embarked on
the Yukon River Corridor Plan.
The council selected a team of
geologists, ecologists, historians
and planners, led by Gartner Lee
Limited Whitehorse, to assist the
community in developing the
plan. Fundamental to this process
was an understanding and
appreciation of the natural
resources: the physical landscape,
the ecology, and the human history of the corridor. These three
were to be analyzed not only as
separate aspects but as interrelated fields of study.
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The geological history of the
corridor since the time of the last
Ice Age has resulted in a diverse
landscape, one which provides
ecologically rich tributary stream
corridors that support an abundant salmon run, and upland
areas that form the habitat of
birds, mammals and amphibians.
The human history is indicated at
sites where fishing, berry-picking
and hunting took place in the
past. It is clear that the traditional
human use of the Yukon River

Corridor is linked to its natural
history. It is therefore not surprising that significant heritage sites
(e.g., First Nations fishing camps
or hunting trails) are located in
areas that display rich and
diverse ecological features today.

One of the most culturally significant features of the corridor is
the history of human occupation
that dates back thousands of
years. The First Nations were
present when the salmon first ran
in the river; they watched the
bison slowly disappear and the
moose thrive as grassland
changed to spruce forest.
Because they had a culture based
on mobility, the First Nations of
the Whitehorse area did not
establish large villages with permanent structures; the seasonal
round took the people from
place to place in search of food
and trade. The traditional places
used by the First Nations remain
in the minds of elders, who have
pointed out village sites, fishing
spots, trails, berry-picking sites
and burial sites.

The Yukon River flows through
the City of Whitehorse. The
boundaries for the Yukon River
Corridor Plan encompass 110
square kilometres, or twenty-six
percent of the city's' 416 squarekilometre land base. Defining the
boundary involved taking into
account the ecology, topography
and cultural activities associated
with the river, both now and in
the past. Once the boundary was
identified, an ecologically based
planning approach was used.
This approach focused on identifiable "ecosystem units," which
are a synthesis of vegetation and
terrain conditions. These units
formed the fundamental land
management unit for the plan in
a GIS database that was used to
quantify landscape conditions
and to manage the various
resources on the basis of how
rare, representative, or sensitive
to disturbance they were. This
approach created terrestrial
ecosystem mapping for the entire
Yukon River Corridor, which the
City has augmented in preparation for its Official Community
Plan Review.

Another feature of the human
history of the Yukon River
Corridor emerged with the
Klondike gold rush, which
spawned tramlines, roads, railways, and sternwheelers. The
town site of Whitehorse was laid
out in 1899, in a geometric pattern oriented to the railway and
the sternwheeler docks on the
river.
The comprehensive inventory of
resources in the Yukon River
Corridor was mapped in a GIS
database, which allowed the
planning team to use a "bottom
up" approach that involved integrating information about terrain, vegetation, and wildlife into

Miles Canyon
Credit: Cathie Ardibould

ecosystem units. This terrestrial
ecosystem mapping formed a
basis for comparing such elements with heritage-based and
historic resources, and with the
human values identified during
the development of the plan.
An extensive program of community consultation was a crucial
component in the preparation of
the plan. Three broad areas of
value emerged: the story and history of the river; the recreational
opportunities both along the corridor and within the river; and
environmental responsibility.
Finally, the development of the
Yukon River Corridor Plan was
influenced by the urban landscape. The contemporary concepts of landscape ecology and
conservation biology were used
as a basis for land-use planning,
but the social values, the history
and the various constraints ultimately influenced the land-use
decisions within the corridor.
Concepts such as representativeness and rarity allowed for the
identification and protection of
important landscape elements,
and helped set a course towards
ecologically based land-use planning in which urban and natural
landscapes coexist in greater harmony.

1/Jhiteho,we
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To find out more about Yukons
Capital City write the Tourism
Coordinator, City o[Whitehorse, 2121,
2nd Ave., Whitehorse, Yukon, YJA 1C2
(867) 668-8687 or Fax (867) 668-8384

I .

now for your FREE Vacation package.
Visit our extensive web site www.city.whitehorse.yk.ca
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Iqaluit
The Next Thirty Years

In 1968, Frobisher Bay was a
small community serving as both
the administrative centre for the
Baffin region and a part of the
military Distant Early Warning
System. Who at that time would
have thought that just over thirty
years later we would be on the
brink of the forming the newest
political jurisdiction in the western hemisphere, and thus realizing the dream of Inuit self-government? Who at that time
would have thought that Iqaluit
would be the newest capital city
in the western world, having
doubled its population in the
space of three decades? Today it
looks as though lqaluit's population will double in size again in
slightly more than half that time .
Now more than ever, it is necessary to plan for the orderly
growth of Nunavut's capital.
While the municipality must deal
with the day-to-day problems
associated with short-term
growth, the task now is to think
big: What will Iqaluit be like in
thirty years? Indeed, what will it
be like in fifty? The challenge is
to plan in a way that will preserve development options.
The first step in the process of
"thinking big" was the production of a plan for the development of lqaluit's core. The evolution of the plan was driven by
the need to provide an infrastructure to support the new
government.
A search for a site for the new
Legislative Building began in
Iqaluit in the middle of 1996. In
1997, a site was found at the
Four Corners and, in September
of that year, Municipal Council
held public consultations on the
matter. Many issues were raised,
ranging from concerns about
traffic and pedestrian safety to
the possible impacts the development of the new capital might
have on the community.

Public meetings held in the Parish
Hall in January 1998 provided
both planners and council with
carefully considered ideas about
how the community should
develop. In addition , many
groups (such as the elders, the
hunters and trappers, youth
committees, and recreation associations, to name only a few)
were asked to contribute their
vision of the community's future .
Residents and stakeholders
expressed their concerns about
traffic (particularly at the Four
Corners), pedestrian safety, the
preservation of open spaces, and
the safeguarding of culture and
heritage.
The various issues were organized into themes which were
used as the basis for a questionnaire that asked residents to
identify the importance of each
item , and to determine the order
in which the issues should receive
Council's attention. The results
were interesting. The element
given the highest priority is that
of safety, which will be briefly
discussed below. The second and
fourth elements are interrelated:
the provision of adequate youth
services and the provision of better recreation facilities. The third
element involves the provision of
adequate parking for the new
Legislature and Federal Building.
As mentioned, the results of the
public consultation show a very
clear concern for issues relating
to safety. The Four Corners problem and the issue of increased
traffic in the immediate vicinity
of that intersection can be solved
through the construction of a
short bypass road that would redirect through-traffic, trucks and
heavy equipment from the centre
of town, thereby easing congestion now and for the foreseeable
future . The issue of pedestrianvehicle conflicts will be solved by
the construction of new sidewalks on both sides of the Ring

Road, starting between the Four
Corners and the Northern Stores,
and later on towards the
Legislature and the Federal
Building, and finally around to
the Four Corners again, to complete the ring. Snowmobile crossings should also be constructed
at points where trails cross the
Ring Road .
While it was evident from the
consultation process that a great
deal of value is placed on
improving youth services, the
specific provision of those services is beyond the scope of this
exercise. It has been recommended, however, that part of
the area in front of the Nakasuk
School be rezoned to insure its
preservation as open , recre-

~o~ l~d.
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Finally, development guidelines
have been set down on the matter of building massing and articulation, in order to prevent the
spread of the simple box -like
structures that have been erected
in many Arctic communities in
other countries. Requirements for
dealing with the local climate
have also been spelled out. In
large part, these involve issues
related to wind and blowing
snow, and the subsequent accumulation of drifts. The guidelines
point out methods of predicting
and mitigating this costly element of arctic climate.
Requirements for lighting (an
important factor during the arctic
winter), as well as for the preservation and development of parks
and open space, are also
addressed .
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The above is an executive summary of the official plan prepared by G.L. Richards and
Associates Ltd. and Corush
Sunderland Wright Ltd.
For additional information,
please contact Matthew Spence,
Councillor, City of Iqaluit.
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Capital Cities,
How
by Caroline Andrew and John Taylor

IN ORDER TO THINK ABOUT how to ptan and
develop successful capital cities, one has to be clear about
what capital cities are, and in what ways they are special.
Once this is understood, it is possible to identify the
characteristics ofa successful capital city.

This process is somewhat more

\.

~
I

I '

complicated than it might appear
at first glance. For instance,
Thomas Hall's monumental book,
Planning Europe 's Capital
Cities, 1 avoids the question of
definition altogether. Hall does
state that it is "reasonable to
suppose that the capitals do have
some conditions and features in
common in the way they have
developed, which justify their
being treated as a single
group, " 2 but since the inspiration
for his book is Peter Hall's The
World Cities, we cannot be sure
what status he, or we, should
assign to capital cities. This is
especially so as Peter Hall, in the
article reprinted in this issue of
Plan Canada as in his work elsewhere, tends to equate capital
with ''important" or "significant," and not necessarily with
" political," though' according to
his magisterial book Cities in
Civilization, most of the landmark contributions of our civilization have come from "capital"
cities. The implication is that
"political" capitals have been significant makers not only of political change, but of historical
change as well.

J

/

At the same time, there is a
growing interest in capital cities
as places where political factors
can clearly be seen to be central.
In the interest of understanding
the role of politics and political
criteria, it makes sense to study
cities in which economic considerations are not the only factors
seen to be important in decisionmaking. The study of capitals
then becomes a way of looking
at the political realm.
Another way to get at the special
nature of capital cities - in the
narrower sense of "political"
capitals - is to consider the relationship between the city and the
state of which it is the capital. 3
Capital cities are special because
Ap,il-May-Junc 2000. Vol. 40, N° :l

they are cities that are capitals of
states . This sounds trite if not
downright tautological, but it is
useful because it allows us to situate capital cities as cities with a
double role . In one respect, they
are cities in which people live and
work and involve themselves in
the multiple activities by which
communities define themselves,
and at the same time they are
cities with a special, and highly
particular, relation to the state.
As Beth Moore Milroy remarks,
"Capital cities were rec,ognized
as doubly bound to be good
physical environments where
people live out ordinary lives, as
well as symbolically-rich cities
that capture the qualities a;tate
wishes to portray to the larger
world."4
/
This relationship to "their" states
has a number of aspects. There
are political and administrative
aspects, certainly, but there are
also cultural, informational and
symbolic ones . The political
aspect is clear: capital cities are
places where authoritative and
legitimate decisions are taken.
The administrative aspect is usually, but not always, connected
to the political aspect, in that
capitals are most often the seat
not only of the political institutions of government, but of the
administrative ones as well.
There are, of course, variations
on this arrangement, with the
administration of some states
being far more decentralized
than that of others. But capital
cities generally house large
bureaucracies, and this fact has
si~ificant consequences not only
for ec_onomic life but also for
built form, culture and politics.

"

Regarding the-very important
cultural aspect of'capitals, Goran
Therborn's study of tf\e development of European capitals in the
era of industrialized nationalism
emphasizes the fact that all capitals created a set of institutions
of national high cu(ture. 5 These
"showcase" institutions are, of
course, part of the symbolism of
capital cities, but they also exist
in their own right, and play a role
in the cultural, political and
administrative aspects of the capital, as well as in the life of city
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itself.
The informational role of capitals
has always been a powerful one,
but the direction and nature of
the flows have changed. As
Amos Rapoport has noted, in
early capitals the flow was often
outward, with the capital not
only administering the state but
shaping its meaning. In recent
centuries, communication
became more reciprocal, and
capitals attempted to reflect
meaning or identity more often
than they tried to impose it. With
the recent development of information technology and the era of
the knowledge-based, global
economy, the capital's function
as an information node once
again seems to be changing.
Finally, capital status implies a
certain symbolic aspect. Capital
cities are seen as being, or as
needing to be, reflections of their
particular state. As John Meisel
notes, "capital cities are an
important index to the dominant
political values of their countries. " 6 The imperial grandeur of
Washington, for instance, is seen
as an expression of American
hegemony even though, of
course, Washington was laid out
well before the global dominance
of the United States was established. At the same time, symbolism is complex, as the various
reactions to the Vietnam
Memorial in Washington have
demonstrated. Can hegemony
coexist with humility?
The multiple levels on which
symbolism operates make this
facet of capital cities a very difficult one to analyze - but all the
more important for this difficulty.
For instance, the recent decision
by Canada's National Capital
Commission to make Parliament
Hill the site of a sculpture celebrating the Persons case 7 can be
interpreted in any number of
ways: as a victory for a more
open vision of Canadian history;
as a victory for women; as a dangerous watering-down or elimination of the distinction between
the political and the social; as a
"cop-out" that depicts the struggle of Canadian women for
equality as the work of five individuals rather than of a callee-

tive; and as a "cop-out" because
the "cl assist" and racist attitudes
of the early Canadian suffragettes are being condoned, if
not celebrated. Such demands
for a symbolic presence in the
capital may also reflect a sincere
desire of organized constituencies to have a place at the most
prestigious site in the nation.
Indeed, these demands only
highlight the centrality of the
symbolic aspect of the relationship between capital city and its
state, and while they complicate
the question of method, they
also underline the importance of
the analysis.
These various aspects of capital
cities must always be linked to
the second part of the dual role
of capitals: the fact that capitals
are also cities. Indeed, it is the
necessary tension between these
two roles that makes the politics
of capital cities so fascinating.
Residents of a capital city want
to control decision-making in the
city, while at the same time
acknowledging that the amenities of the capital add to the
quality of life there. Residents
want to make sure that their city
is liveable and not only official or
ceremonial. Capital cities tend to
have a lot of well-educated civil
servants living in them, and these
people mark the political life of
their community. Not surprisingly, given their relatively high
levels of income and education,
they have generally been willing
to pay for high-quality public services. This is not to say that
debates about taxation have not
been vigorous in capitals, but on
a broad scale they are cities
whose populations are concerned
with quality-of-life issues. At the
same time, citizens of capital
cities, even if salary-rich, tend to
be capital-poor, and rarely have
the large financial resources
needed to endow major buildings
and institutions.
Juxtaposing the roles of
"Crown" and "Town" should
imply neither a dichotomous
relationship between them nor
an entirely harmonious one. The
way the two relate to each other
must be looked at in specific contexts. The classic question has
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Special Cities
to Ensure Their Successful Development
been whether a capital city needs
a political structure that is different from that of other cities.
Does the state govern the capital
or do the residents? This question is probably too general a
question to yield useful answers,
since all systems for governing
capital cities have some particular
mix of national and local access
to decision-making. The interesting questions lie in the specific
mechanisms used for particular
areas of decision-making.
Indeed, as Donald Rawat
remarks in the conclusion of his
survey of approaches to governing federal capitals, in which he
emphasizes the problem of controlling the urban developments
of the fringe areas of capital
cities, there is a wide array of
issues related to the governance
of capitals. 8
The question of how to ensure
the successful development of
capital cities was at the heart of a
conference that gave rise to
Capital Cities: International
Perspectives, a book that the two
of us edited. The debate circled
around two issues: whether or
not the traditional functions of
capitals make sense in the modern world, and how to satisfy
simultaneously the two roles of
capital cities. Answering these
questions would allow us to
begin devising a blueprint for the
successful development of capital
cities.

For some of the authors who
contributed to the book, capital
cities no longer play the symbolic
role that they once did. For
instance, Amos Rapoport argues
that "built environments are no
longer needed to communicate
high-level meanings," 9 in part
because the local community can
often out-build them. Therefore,
alternatives to buildings and
plans need to be found to give
symbolic meaning to modern
capitals.
Anthony Sutcliffe also perceives a
historical evolution of capital
cities. "The First World War
ended the heyday of the great
capitals," he writes. "In a period
of deregulation and privatization,
and the erosion of the big
national antagonisms in Europe
and between the superpowers,
the survival of the old public
functions and values of the capital are perhaps in doubt." 10
On the other hand, Lilia Labidi's
article on the ways in which the
question of women's participation in politics was played out in
the capital of Tunisia in the
1930s suggests that capitals play
an important role as political
stages on which social actors
visualize their demands for full
citizenship. 11 Amos Rapoport
may be right that there are other
ways to convey high-level meanings (he mentions legal codes
and bureaucratic requirements),
but it is also possible that in an
era of television the importance
of being able to make new social
forces visible provides an argument for capital cities as political
stages.

Jean Laponce discusses this question in his own article by suggesting that some capitals - perhaps including Canada's - should
have a relatively modest symbolic
presence, given that the task of
balancing the various interests
that make up the country might
be made more complicated by an
unambiguous, emphatic statement about what the capital is
and isn't. As Laponce points out,
a low-key strategy "might be
preferable" for a capital like
Ottawa, "in order to de-emphasize the country's linguistic divisions." 12 Yet, at the same time, it
might wish to play a forceful
international role.
Others argue that the spread of
democracy and the growth of
pluralistic societies call for different kinds of capital cities.
Maureen Covell contends that
"there is tension between an
impressive capital and an accessible capital," and that "when
people are estranged from their
political system, they are often
estranged from the capital that is
its symbol. " 13 While discussing
the related distinction between
the capital as symbol and the
capital as a place to live, Beth
Moore Milroy notes the way that
many states "apparently [attend]
to the location and brilliance of
their capital cities in lieu of tackling deep social problems." 14

It is clear from these discussions
that the simultaneous playing of
local and national roles requires
the creative management of tensions rather than some idealized
search for harmony. As Paul
Drewe maintains, the future of
capital cities "depends as least as
much on their functioning regularly as cities as on their being
capitals .... It may indeed be possible to achieve a more or less
balanced development: coping
successfully with economic-technological change, respecting
both ecological limits to urban
growth and cultural imponderabilia, and reducing distributive
injustice." 15
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Plan Reviews
Extending the Legacy: Planning America's Capital for the 21st Century
by the National Capital Planning Commission, Washington D.C. (1996)
Reviewed by Mark Seasons, PhD MCIP RPP
Assistant Professor School of Planning, University of Waterloo

A NATION'S CAPITAL

is its symbolic heart. It is
the repository ofits cultural treasures, home to its political
institutions and administrative machinery.

Capitals are places where the
ideals of a nation - its hopes and
dreams - are reflected in its
architecture, urban design and
quality of life. They are places
where citizens can meet, share
experiences, learn about their
nation. Capitals, then, are cities
and something much more: they
are symbols of pride in a nation's
past, its present, and its potential.
This is certainly the case in
Washington D.C., which is a
truly monumental capital. The
city has benefited from over two
hundred years of planned development, starting with the magnificent design planned by Pierre
L'Enfant for George Washington .
L'Enfant's vision called for sweeping boulevards, circles and
squares, public spaces with monuments to the nation's grand
vision, links to the adjacent
waterfront, and well-designed
residential neighbourhoods.
Since then, capital planning
activity has centred on the
Monumental Core, the massive
focal point of America's political,
administrative and cultural institutions. The Monumental Core
comprises national museums and
galleries such as the Smithsonian;
memorials to political figures and
wars, such as the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial ; and highprofile landmarks such as the
White House and Capitol Hill.
The scale of the buildings, monuments and open spaces is truly
monumental. They are designed
to communicate the power of
the American culture and political
system. The Monumental Core is
impressive - in fact, it is aweinspiring.
Since 1791, successive American
governments have worked to
bring L'Enfant's scheme to life.
While the current order of the
Monumental Core's landscape

suggests a long history of coherent planning and design, the
opposite is true. The Core experienced its share of neglect during
the nineteenth century. The Mall
was criss-crossed by railway
tracks; livestock grazed in pastures. This distressing trend was
reversed in 1901 with the influential planning by the McMillan
Commission, which built upon
and extended L' Enfant's plan.
Most of today's major land uses
and building locations reflect the
vision of the McMillan Plan .
However, planning and engineering decisions of the last few
decades have adversely affected
the Monumental Core. Problems
now include the construction of
large freeways, lack of public
waterfront access, and run-down
residential and commercial areas.
This brings us to the current
exercise. The National Capital
Planning Commission (NCPC) is
the government agency responsible for the planning and design
of federal lands in the District of
Columbia. The NCPC felt that it
was necessary to take a different
approach to the challenges of the
twenty-first century. Instead of
devising a master plan or a
detailed policy document, the
NCPC chose to concentrate
on establishing a guid-

ing vision of the Monumental
Core's future, with a time horizon
of fifty to one hundred years.
This vision is the result of several
years of consultations with
regional and national publics,
government agencies, and many
others with a stake in the capital's future.
The vision is well-crafted. Its
wording is eloquent and generates enthusiasm. If the vision is
achieved, the Monumental Core
will be extended to the adjacent
Anacostia River. New public
spaces will be created, specifically
along the river edges. New and
redeveloped commercial and residential neighbourhoods will
evolve. Complicated and
unsightly stretches of freeway
and railway will be removed. The
federal and international presence will require projects that
revitalize the urban core of
Washington. Surplus federal
lands are to be set aside for
urban, mixed-use purposes.
The text portrays an exciting
future for the Core . The
accompanying sketches
are creative and whimsical; they bring the
words to life. The
result is a truly grand
vision, and one hates

to quibble over it. Yet the plan
lacks detail. The reader has little
sense of the rationale behind the
grand schemes. Very few pieces
of data are presented to support
the vision . And there is no feel
for the grim reality of life in
much of Washington's urban
core. In fact, compared with
nearby urban decay, the
grandeur of the Monumental
Core seems other-worldly.
The plan stresses that the vision
and its implementation involve
partnerships with the municipal
government and others.
However, details about cooperation, roles and responsibilities are
missing. While large-scale projects are described, their cost,
staging and feasibility are not
explained in much detail. In times
that demand efficiency,
effectiveness and equity
in planning, unsupported visions are
cause for concern,
even with a onehundred-year
horizon .

The reader wants to be carried
away by this marvellous vision. It
is a compelling, grand, and
romantic view of a possible
future for Washington's
Monumental Core. As the document notes, America has the
resources and the imagination to
create a more efficient and beautiful capital, and to strengthen its
position as a great international city.
However, one is left with nagging doubts about the realism
and practicality of some of the
document's concepts. Somehow,
a vision exercise guided by
Daniel Burnham's admonition to
"make no little plans" needs to
be grounded in more details
about plan implementation.
(Burnham, incidentally, was a
member of the 1901 McMillan
Commission). Maybe that's a
typically Canadian reaction. It
would be interesting to revisit
this vision in ten or twenty years
to see how its principles, goals
and project ideas have fared.
A complete version of
"Extending the Legacy" can be
found at:
www.ncpc.gov/lgcyrder. html

Credi/: Digital imagery® copyrigbl 1999
PholoDisc, Inc.
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Plan for Canada's Capital:
A Second Century of Vision, Planning and Development
by the National Capital Commission of Canada (1999)
Reviewed by the following staff members of the United States' National Capital Planning Commission:
William Dowd, Director, Office of Plans Review
Eugene Keller, Environmental Officer
Denise Liebowitz, Public Affairs Officer
George Toop, Urban Designer
Nancy Witherell, Historic Preservation Officer

PIANNERS FOR NATIONAL CAPITAL CITIES face a common challenge:

how to provide guidance that will help a major urban centre meet immediate needs such
as transportation improvements, environmental and historic protection, and economic
development, while at the same time offering all citizens the vision ofa capital city that
expresses the collective achievements and evolving aspirations ofa nation. The National
Capital Commission's recently released Plan for Canada's Capital: A Second Century of
Vision, Planning and Development largely succeeds in meeting this challenge.

Prepared as an update for the
1988 Plan for Canada's Capital,
the new plan celebrates the centennial of the National Capital
Commission and looks ahead
twenty-five to fifty years. It articulates a vision of the capital as
the symbolic heart and political
centre of Canada, identifies a
range of development and conservation issues in the Capital
Core and its surrounding area,
sets out planning policies, and
suggests implementation measures. The tone is set in a vision
statement that imagines
Canada's capital in the middle of
the twenty-first century as a
place of natural beauty and built
symbolism. The heart of the plan
is organized into three chapters:
"Capital Settings," "Capital
Destinations," and "Capital
Links." Within this conceptual
framework, the plan offers statements of broad goals, planning
opportunities and policy guidance.

Preserving heritage
resources
The plan admirably explains the
significance that historic and cultural resources have for the
image of the capital and, symbolically, for the country and its citizens. The opportunities and
issues laid out in the Built and
Landscape Heritage policies are
particularly useful, since they
clearly delineate a national policy
for the protection, enhancement,
and use of historic and archaeological resources. There is also
acknowledgment that cooperation among all levels of government, the community and the
private sector is required to preserve the capital's built and landscape heritage. As in all urban
areas around the world, finding
the appropriate balance between
new development and the protection and enhancement of
resources is crucial.

Gatineau park, Recreational trails.
Credit: the Collection of NCC. Ottawa.

resources reinforce not only cultural and national identity but
also the connections and lessons
of history, the image and legibility of the capital city, and opportunities for both active and passive recreation .
The policies recognize that the
enhancement of significant landscapes extends beyond protection of the resources themselves
to height controls and urban
design guidelines within adjacent
municipalities. Furthermore, the
high-quality design of nearby
buildings, as well as of
streetscapes, signage, and all the
connective urban fabric between
destinations, reinforces the symbolic importance of these cultural
landscapes. These policies are not
only contained in the Built and
Landscape Heritage policies but
are reinforced and expanded
upon throughout the "Capital
Settings" and "Capital
Destinations" chapters.

It is a welcome improvement that
the planning and historic preservation professions have recently
placing more importance on cultural landscapes (as opposed to
landmark buildings). The plan
highlights the value that heritage
landscapes such as Gatineau Park
and the Rideau Canal have for
residents and visitors alike. These
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Urban design and
economic development
The urban design element of the
document supports its overall
vision and stresses the special
character of Ottawa's Core Area.
The strongest aspect of the plan's
urban design component is its
commitment to the existing and
highly successful Core. The plan
places a strong emphasis on
Confederation Boulevard, and
correctly identifies it as an example of a successful marriage
between streetscape, landscape,
and programming. But while the
plan laudably seeks to "retain
and enhance the experience of
the Capital and national landmarks," it essentially reinforces
what already exists and does not
offer a broad array of innovative
or specific actions, just as planning in Washington D.C. has typically underscored the importance
of continuity in the historic symbolism of the American capital.
Moreover, the plan does not
convey a strong sense of the
impact of the capital 's federal
establishment on the social and
economic life of Ottawa's residents. Apart from some general
commitments to the "long-term
vitality of the Capital Core Area,"
the plan focuses on the symbolic,
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Plan
cultural, and administrative
aspects of the Canadian capital,
and only touches upon the relationship between these federal
needs and those of the city 's
neighbourhoods and surrounding
communities. By contrast, planning in Washington D.C. has
been characterized by the twin
goals of enhancing Washington's
physical beauty and improving
social and economic conditions
for local residents.

Protecting the
environment
Canada's National Capital Region
benefits from extensive greenbelt
areas, federal parklands, and
numerous lakes and rivers . Unlike
many other major urban centres,
Ottawa has always recognized ,
valued and preserved these natural resources .

To a striking degree, the plan
ranks ecosystem protection as a
top priority, and places less
emphasis on recreational uses. It
clearly establishes policies of
environmental protection , conservation and management in
the Natural Heritage Areas and
the rural lands of the Capital
Region. In addition to allowing
natural processes to predominate
to the greatest extent possible,
plan policies call for cooperative
arrangements with landowners,
the private sector and other government agencies, in order to
secure inadequately protected
areas through acquisition, zoning, and private stewardship.

~ncept Plan of Confederation Boulevard,
Ceremonial Route.
Credit: the Collection ofNCC Ottawa.

Within the Capital Core Area, the
plan 's principal environmental
focus is on waterways - the
Rideau Canal and the Gatineau
and Ottawa Rivers. While recognizing that the waterways offer a
valuable ecological resource and .
that access to them is a key public policy objective, the plan
again offers only modest proposals for specific action.
Nevertheless, there is a com mendable recognition that the
Core Area contains natural features that can and should express
an environmental ethic that is
distinctively Canadian .

Transportation planning
The Plan for Canada's Capital
reflects the importance of ensuring that both visitors and commuters can conveniently travel
into and navigate around the
nation's capital. It also recognizes
the significance of the initial
image received by those arriving
in the capital, especially visitors
arriving by plane at Ottawa
Macdonald-Cartier International
Airport, and travellers approaching the city along the many
scenic parkways.

-
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While the government has been
successful in limiting the amount
of transit and commuter traffic
on the parkway system, future
growth and development may
increase demand on these scenic
entryways. Certain policies in the
plan have been devised to minimize the impact of future growth
on the transportation network.
Government agencies will
attempt to implement travel
demand management strategies
for employee trips. Moreover,
they are considering the possibility of new water links, and have
already begun to look at ways to
increase travel capacity without
creating negative impacts on the
environment. In order to help
reduce the pressure to provide
additional roadway capacity into
the centre of the city, the planners may want to consider
improvements to the transit system that would encourage travellers to leave their cars outside
the heart of the capital.

--· ~ ~

While much of the Plan for
Canada's Capital offers comprehensive rather than specific guidance to federal, local, and
regional decision-makers, it does
clearly reiterate the core values
on which the future development
of the nation's capital should be
based. The plan provides persuasive evidence of the confidence
and ability of the Canadian federal establishment to build on its
capital's impressive planning heritage to meet the demands of the
new century.

Note:
The National Capital Planni ng Commission, based
in Washington D.C., is currently updating the

Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital,
which it pu blishes jointly with the District of
Columbia government. Analogous to the Plan for
Canada's Capital, the Comprehensive Plan
establishes goals and policies for future
development, and helps to coordinate planning
be~veen federal and local jurisdictions.
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The Academic Nexus
Le lien academique
by Hok-Lin Leung, MCIP

The School of Urban and Re;ional
Planning at Queen's University
The program
The School of Urban and
Regional Planning (SURP) was
founded at Queen's University in
1970. The graduate program
now has a policy-oriented curriculum and a spatial focus . It
includes five core courses, a planning workshop, and a report or
thesis. The program typically
takes five terms to complete,
with most students opting for a
summer internship between the
first and second years. Students
specialize in one of the following
fields of concentration :
• Land Use and Real Estate
Development
• Housing and Human Services
• Environmental Services.

Queen's planning interns celebrate Canada Day
in Ottawa

The graduate program 's core curriculum includes courses in physical planning, intellectual history,
normative decision-making, analytic methods, and legal and governmental processes. The School
also offers a coordinated degree
program with the Department of
Civil Engineering.

Since its inception, SURP has
been active in Kingston, and has
conducted many projects in aid of
local community groups. It also
benefits from being close to three
of Canada's largest metropolitan
areas for its field trips, project
locales and adjunct appointments
of practising planners.
Queen's has always had close
links with the Canadian government and the nation's capital.
One of the school's founding
professors, Eric Thrift, was a general manager of the National
Capital Commission (NCC) and a
two-time president of CIP.
Moreover, the school's connections with the national capital
region were systematically
strengthened during the past
decade, with the active support
of staff at several levels of government. Examples of the collaboration include:
• Class projects involving the
National Research Council
lands, CFB Uplands, the Tay
Canal corridor, CFB Rockcliffe,
Transitway station infill, and
the NCC greenbelt.
• Retreats with planning staff of
the Region of Ottawa-Carleton
(ROC) and Queen's faculty.
• The appointment of ROC
Planning Commissioner Nick
Tunnacliffe, MCIP, as an
adjunct faculty member.
• The secondment of Professor
Hok-Lin Leung to the
Infrastructure Works Office of
the Federal Treasury Board
Secretariat.
• The research location of HokLin Leung's book City Images
(Frye, 1992).

On the Toronto Waterfront

• Dave Gordon's current research
on the planning history of the
national capital.
• Internships for graduate students at local, regional, and
national agencies.
• ROC staff instruction in professional development workshops.
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State of the school
The School of Urban and
Regional Planning at Queen's has
perhaps never been stron ger. It
attracts bright graduate students
from across Canada and other
countries. The school has been
running at its capacity of 45-50
students for the last eight years.
The internship program,
launched in 1995, has contributed to virtually full employment for our graduates and summer students for the past five
years .
The school's five full-time faculty
members are complemented by
adjunct professors such as former
Ontario Municipal Board Chair
and Kingston Mayor Helen
Cooper, heritage consultant Carl
Bray, and NCC planner Mark
Seasons (who is now with the
University of Waterloo). Queen's
law professor Susan Miklas and
Dr. Bruce Anderson of Civil
Engineering offer other instruction .
In addition to teaching, the faculty members maintain an active
research program supported by
external funding . Dave Gordon
investigates waterfront redevelopment and Ottawa's planning
history. Sue Hendler's research
focuses on the role of women in
Canadian planning history, ethics
and environmental policy. HokLin Leung has published a new
edition of his textbook Land Use
Planning Made Plain , and writes
a bi-monthly column for the City
Planning Review (China) .
Mohammad Qadeer continues
his award-winning research on
multiculturalism in planning, and
also studies high-density rural
regions in South Asia. Andrejs
Skaburskis has recently coauthored a book on rent control
and has written numerous articles on development cost
changes and property tax .
As a result of Mohammad
Qadeer's retirement and Sue
Hendler's appointment as
Director of the Institute of
Women's Studies, the school has
recruited two new faculty members: Dr. John Meligrana will be
joining us from California State
University, and another appoint-
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ment is expected shortly.
Mohammad and Sue will continue to teach at the School, but
at a reduced level.

External initiatives
The school has recently launched
three programs designed to
broad en the reach of its activity.
The Queen's Land Forum is a
non-profit, self-financed organization in which public land managers at all three levels of government can share experiences
and discuss issues. It has commissioned research , convened
retreats, sponsored internships,
and offered a course module for
the School in Public Land
Management. Cathie
Macdonald, a former manager
with the City of Toronto, is the
Convenor of the Land Forum.
SURP also has a Memorandum
of Understanding with China's
Ministry of Land and Resources.
Chinese officials financed by the
ministry visit Canada twice a year
and attend intensive workshops
on land management and planning. Five to eight Chinese
interns are trained in Canada
every year with funding from the
Donner Foundation . The school
al so runs a CIDA project in
China.
Finally, in the last five years the
school has sponsored seven professional development workshops for planners, during which
practising planners visited campus for two-day sessions on
urban design , computer applications, and ecosystem planning.

Celebration
In order to celebrate both its thirtieth anniversary and the career
of Mohammad Qadeer, the
Queen 's planning school will
hold a one-day conference on
the weekend of September 2930. The conference themes will
reflect Qadeer's many professional interests and contributions,
including suburban development,
small town planning, Third World
planning and multiculturalism .
Former students, colleagues, and
friends of the School are warmly
invited to attend .
For more information on the
Queen 's planning school, visit
our web site at:
www.queensu.ca/ su rp/i ndex. htm
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The Learnin9 Curve

~~~~ !9;.§tudents of Planning

•
L acquisition du savoir

Student Representative/Representant des etudiants

Hello everyone,
I'm happy to report that we have
received several student articles
over the last couple of months.
In fact, the inclusion of two articles in this installment will leave
me with only a few lines for
some important CIP announcements.
The National Office is now
accepting applications to volunteer at the 2000 CIP Conference
in Charlottetown. Student members who volunteer can receive a
seventy-five percent rebate on
the cost of registration. For more
information, contact the National
Office at 1-800-207-2138.

Bonjour, tout le monde!
Finally, I want to congratulate
York University for being
awarded the 2001 CAPS
Conference, which will take place
February 7-10 in Toronto. York
defeated Queen's University in a
vote held at the CAPS AGM in
Vancouver. The theme for the
2001 Conference will be
"Pushing the Boundaries of
Planning."
That's about it for now. Anyone
interested in contributing an article appear to "The Learning
Curve" can contact me for more
details.
Andrew Baigent

The election of the new CIP
Student Representative is now
underway. My term will officially
come to an end at the
Charlottetown conference, and
student members will be voting
throughout May by means of a
mail-in ballot. I encourage everyone to participate in this year's
election .

8pab@qlink .queensu .ca

le suis tres heureux de vous
informer que nous avons ret;u
plusieurs articles d'etudiantes et
d'etudiants au cours des derniers
mois. En fait, /'inclusion de deux
contributions dans le present
numero ne me laisse que
quelques lignes pour
communiquer d'importantes
annonces de /'ICU.
Le Bureau national accepte Jes
demandes des personnes qui
veulent etre benevo/es /ors du
congres de /'ICU qui se derou/era
a Charlottetown cette annee, Les
membres etudiants qui feront du
benevolat pourront avoir droit a
un rabais de 75 % sur Jes frais
d'inscription. Pour obtenir des
renseignements supplementaires,
telephonez au Bureau national au
numero 1800207-2138.

Le processus d'e/edion du
nouveau representant etudiant de
/'ICU est en cours. Mon mandat
se termine officiellement durant
le congres de Charlottetown. Les
membres etudiants se
prononceront tout au long du
mois de mai par le biais d'un vote
postal. }'encourage toutes et tous
participer /'e/edion de cette
annee.

a

a

Cest apeu pres tout au suiet de
/'ICU. J'espere que Jes articles cidessous vous plairont. Si la
publication d'un de vos articles
dans " L'acquisition du savoir "
vous interesse, communiquez
avec moi afin d'obtenir plus de
precisions.
Andrew Baigent

8pab@qlink.queensu.ca

Entin, ie felicite l'Universite York,
qui s'est vue confier /'organisation
du congres de 2001 de l'ACEAU.
Elle a battu l'Universite Queen 's
/ors d'un vote tenu au cours de
l 'AGA de /'Association a
Vancouver. La conference, qui
aura lieu du 7 au 10 fevrier, aura
pour theme " Recu/er Jes
frontieres de /'urbanisme ".

Studying Capitals
by Tiffany de Gravina

I

While I was enrolled in the
School of Urban and Regional
Planning graduate program at
Queen's, I took a summer course
in Ottawa that had been coordinated by the University of
Ottawa and the National Capital
Commission . This course was a
wonderful complement to my
planning education . Working as
a small, interactive class with a
wide-ranging curriculum, we
studied various features of
national capital cities, such as
levels of governance (e.g., with
its three levels of administration
Ottawa is one of the most governed cities in North America);
the significance of location (e.g.,

I

CAPS 2000 Delegates in front of the
First Nations House of Leaming at UBC.
Photo i,y Jeff Cook.
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CAPS 2000 Conference:
"Planning a Sustainable
Millennium"
University of British Columbia,
February 9-12, 2000
A report by Judy Dirom and Karen
Gregory

What is sustainability? It is ironic
that we acknowledge the importance of sustainability and yet
have difficulty defining it. In
response to this difficulty, the
CAPS 2000 Conference at the
University of British Columbia
brought together planning students from across Canada to
explore sustainability in collaboration with professionals (planners and non-planners alike) and
members of the local community.
Sustainability was examined
through different lenses of
knowledge ("Ways of Knowing,"
"Physical Knowledge ," and
"Social Knowledge") , with a
view to "advancing the implementation of ecological, social,
and economic sustainability
through local interdisciplinary
and participatory action ."
Presentations by the various
keynote speakers, including the
chief of a First Nations community and ecological and social
advocates, provoked thought
and discussion in the plenary sessions which followed . The eclectic mix of participants and their
diverse range of visions contributed to a particularly dynamic

Berlin vs. Bonn); architecture as a
symbol of a nation's history and
culture; and the different planning histories and theories of
capital cities: (the organic growth
of old European capitals in contrast with the "greenfield" capitals of Canberra and Brasilia) .
Because the class was composed
of students from various fields
and specialties, dynamic and
interesting discussions took place
in both official languages. We
were also fortunate to have several guest lecturers, such as an
urban planner from Canberra, to
contribute to our seminar discussions.

plenary on the conference's final
day, when the many challenges
facing the profession were discussed and students were
encouraged to be adventurous.
Fieldtrips were another key component of the conference . These
included a visit to a First Nations
community to learn how bioregional mapping is being used
as a tool for community empowerment, and a trip to the
Downtown Eastside neighbourhood of Vancouver to learn how
politics, philosophy, and art have
been used by organizers and
advocates of local residents .
Conference participants also had
an opportunity to visit a watershed restoration site, organic
community gardens, and UBC
sites that are models of "greenbuilding" or alternative transportation .
The School of Community and
Regional Planning is currently
examining opportunities to foster
the partnerships that the conference formed between professionals, students, and members
of the local community. Among
the initiatives will be the publica-

In my opinion, Ottawa is an
excellent place to study urban
planning, both because of the
libraries available (the National
Archives and Library, and libraries
of the National Capital
Commission , Carleton, the
University of Ottawa, etc.) and
because of the century of urban
planning that has occurred there,
from the Queensway carriage
routes to the greenbelt. I strongly
encourage anyone interested in
the study and planning of capital
cities to visit Ottawa and take
advantage of its amenities, institutions and surroundings. I know
that as I toil away next year in
the concrete forest of Toronto, I
will be anxious to return to the
walking paths of our nation's
capital.

tion of the conference proceedings, both on the Internet and in
hard-copy format. These proceedings will be available to conference participants, as well as to
students, community groups, and
professional planners who were
unable to attend. If you are interested in receiving a copy of the
proceedings, please contact the
School of Community and
Regional Planning, University of
British Columbia.

A final note
In professional and personal
aspects of life it is becoming
increasingly important to recognize and appreciate the many
different ways of understanding
the world and how these fit into
our own conception of sustainability. We thank the more than
one hundred volunteers who
gave their time and knowledge
to help us advance the implementation of sustainability.
• CAPS 2001 will be hosted by the Faculty or
Environmental Studies at York University in
Toronto.
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New Reports from the
Intergovernmental Committee on
Urban and Regional Research {ICURR)

NEWATICURR
An Examination of Canadian Property Tax Exemption
by Jeffrey Patterson
Regulatory Processes for Residential Development: Update
by Dr. Hok- Lin Leung
Public Consultation Methods in Municipal Government
by Dr. Louise Quesnel (disponible en fran~ais)

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Service Agreements and
Amalgamation versus Intermunicipal Cooperation: Financing
Infrastructure Services; by Dr. Andrew Sancton
To orde r please contact:
Andre Lanteigne, Director, !CURR
40 Winford Drive, suite 206
TORONTO ON M3C 1)5
Tel.: (4 16) 973-5645 Fax: (4 16) 973- 1375
Email: execdir@icurr.org
Internet orders: www.icurr.org/icurr/research.htm

ARTHURANDERSEN

Real Estate Advisory Services

It's a new age.
Globalization, technology, mergers and
acquisitions, and government restructuring all
create uncertainty about how to manage your land
development, real estate and infrastructure
projects.
Arthur Andersen can provide the concrete
solutions for modern-day complex real estate
issues. We understand the global trends that are
critical to success in this new age.
For more information, visit
www.arthurandersen.com/rehsg
or call David Ellis at 416-947-7877.
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Five empty seats.
Twenty-five anxious passengers.
One woman with a laptop.

Make that four empty seats.
Sara Berg had a problem: her flight was
cancelled. But she also had mySAP.com 1:'
With a few clicks, she found another flight
and grabbed a seat on it. And with those
same clicks, her expense report and
travel plans were also updated. Instantly
and automatically.
What is mySAP.com? It's an Internet

myl..,~' ~tcom®

solution that connects different companies along with their employees, customers,
suppliers, and partners - so they can work
together as one.
Want to know the rest of the story? Visit
www.saP-.comLmysaP- and we'll tell you.

you can. it does1~
©2000 SAP AG. SAP, the SAP logo, end the mySAP.com logo ore reg;stered or
unregistered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and several other countries.

Hommage

aux batisseurs
de la capitale

In 1999, the National Capital Commission celebrated 100 years of

building Canada's Capital, a process that started out as beautification
and evolved into highly innovative urban planning. We salute the
planners - the Capital builders - who have worked over the
years to create a Capital that inspires pride and unity and that is
worthy of Canada and Canadians.

A

La Commission de la capitale nationale celebrait, en 1999, un siecle
d'edification de la capitale du Canada. Ce processus, qui fut al'origine un
effort d'embellissement, se transforma en un travail d'urbanisme des plus
avant-gardistes. Aussi, aimerions-nous saluer les urbanistes - les batisseurs
de la capitale - qui ont travaille aeriger une capitale qui soit une source
de fierte et d'unite, et qui soit digne du Canada et de ses habitants.

A century ofplanning the Capital· creating
meeting places for Canadians, preserving
national treasures and showing Canada
to Canadians.

Une siede aplanifier la capitale, acreer des
lieux de rencontre pour !es Canadiens et !es
Canadiennes, apreserver des tresors nationaux et
afaire mieux connaftre le Canada aux Canadiens
et aux Canadiennes.

Building pride and
unity through Canada's
Capital Region

The National Capital Commission is pleased to be
associated with the Canadian Institute of Planners for
the production of this issue.
La Commission de la capitale nationale est fiere d'etre

associee al'Institut canadien des urbanistes pour la
production du present numero de cette publication.
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suite 801,
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Canada K1 P 5G3
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Faire de la region de
la capitale du Canada
un symbole d'unite
et de fierte.
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